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Foreword

This report has been written by JND de Neeling, PhD, secretary to the Health Council, 
in a personal capacity, as a background paper for the Committee on Contours of the 
Basic Health Care Benefit Package. The conclusions that the committee has drawn are 
incorporated into the advisory report itself. 

It has become a well thought-out and absorbing report. It sketches the possibilities 
and limitations of cost-utility analysis when mapping the efficiency of health care. The 
report makes it clear that the cost-utility analysis methodology is fraught with a number 
of problems, so that it is only modestly useful in comparisons of the cost-utility of dif-
ferent facilities across the entire breadth of health care. On the one hand, the analysis 
presented thus embodies challenges for the scientific community in the field of health 
care efficiency analysis. On the other hand, it offers a realistic view on the potential role 
of cost-utility analysis within a policy framework.

(signed),
Professor JA Knottnerus
President of the Health Council of the Netherlands
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Abstract

In defining a collectively financed basic health care benefit package, can cost-utility 
analysis (CUA) serve as an instrument to measure the efficiency of all preventive and 
curative health care services in a uniform way? This question, answered affirmatively by 
the Scientific Council for Government Policy in its 1997 report ‘Public Health Care’, 
lies at the heart of this background study, which is written in support of the discussion in 
the Health Council Committee on Contours of the Basic Health Care Benefit Package. 
The study presents an inventory of the assumptions and choices in CUA methodology, 
and provides an overview of what has been written about them in the health economic, 
medical and medical ethics literature. 

First there is a consideration of how the general guiding notion of efficiency is trans-
formed in CUA into a number, applicable to the entire field of health care. This so-called 
cost-utility ratio represents the input (‘costs’) divided by the output (‘health gain’) of 
health care services.

The subsequent and most comprehensive chapter is devoted to the generally appli-
cable measure for health gain that distinguishes CUA from other forms of efficiency 
analysis: the Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY). The road to the QALY appears to be 
paved with a series of pitfalls and traps that are still the topic of much discussion. These 
include problems in integrating life’s ‘quality’ and ‘quantity’, in tallying up the QALYs 
of different people and in describing health states in a standardized manner. There are 
also problems in formulating a theory about health state preferences, in developing pro-
cedures to measure those preferences and in determining whose preferences will be 
used.
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The following two chapters consider aspects of CUA that are inherent to every form 
of quantitative efficiency analysis: quantifying the costs and converting future health 
gain to its present value (‘discounting’). The scientific literature shows that there appear 
to be differing approaches to different types of costs (for example, of the direct health 
care costs, the productivity costs and the costs in added years of life) that may lead to 
important differences in cost estimates. There is an equal lack of consensus on the ques-
tion as to whether, and if so how, future health gains should be discounted.

Subsequently, it is observed that CUA, applied as an aid to achieving a maximum 
number of QALYs gained with a given health care budget, has a host of implications for 
the distribution of the health gain attained.

The final chapter concludes that the QALY and CUA are, more than 25 years after 
their introduction, still open to discussion in several respects. In assessing the efficiency 
of health services, CUA offers only limited footing. Alternatives to the QALY, such as 
the saved young life equivalent and the willingness to pay approach, deserve further 
investigation. But to define a collectively financed basic package, it will first of all be 
necessary to develop a transparent decision making procedure. This procedure must 
ensure that there is active participation within sectors of health care of the parties famil-
iar with those sectors from the inside, primarily care providers and patients. CUA can be 
an aid towards reaching an overview and agreement in this decision making process.
10 Cost-utility Analysis



1Chapter

Introduction

1.1 Background

Governments throughout the entire western world are grappling with the challenge of 
how best to meet increasing demands on health care systems while also trying to limit 
the demands on their budgets (Kle93). This is equally the case in the Netherlands.

In February 2001, the Dutch Minister of Health, Welfare & Sport, preparing for the 
political discussion on reforming the health care insurance system, asked the Health 
Council of the Netherlands for its view on “scientifically based, practically useful crite-
ria to define a basic package of health care services”. The Minister drew particular atten-
tion to the criterion of efficiency, and indicated that she would like to be informed of the 
Council’s advice on “the possibility of using the efficiency criterion in determining the 
composition of a basic package”. 

The Chairman of the Health Council passed the fulfilment of the Minister’s advisory 
request to the Committee on Contours of the Basic Health Care Benefit Package. This 
report is a background study in support of the discussion within the committee on the 
usefulness of the efficiency criterion.

1.2 The Public Health Care report

In 1997 the Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy (Wetenschappelijke 
Raad voor het Regeringsbeleid, WWR) published the report ‘Public Health Care’ 
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(Volksgezondheidszorg) (WWR97). The Minister of Health, Welfare & Sport expressly 
asked the Health Council to include this report in its consideration. 

The central problem defined in the WRR report is how to guarantee the general 
accessibility and a uniformly high quality of health care over the longer term for every-
one in the Netherlands. The WRR determined that it is essential to define a collectively 
financed basic care package. The council acknowledged the basic role played by a spe-
cific operationalization of the efficiency criterion, the cost-utility ratio (C/U ratio),* in 
the decision making on defining the preventive and curative care package. The C/U ratio 
(or cost-utility) is defined as the additional costs divided by the additional output (mea-
sured by a standard measure of health gain applicable to the entire health care) from the 
health care service to be judged on its cost-utility in comparison to a relevant alterna-
tive.** The alternative may be usual care, a competing service or no service. The instru-
ment to determine the cost-utility is the cost-utility analysis (CUA).

As far as defining the preventive services package is concerned, according to the 
WRR, the primary guideline is to maximize the health gain given a specific budget. This 
requires all preventive programmes to be ranked according to cost-utility. The WRR 
suggests using the Disability Adjusted Life Year (DALY, derived from the WHO Global 
Burden of Diseases Study (Mur96, Mur97)) as a unit of health gain for this. The DALY 
is a measure that resembles in many respects the Quality Adjusted Life Year (QALY), 
familiar from the medical and health economic literature. According to the WRR, the 
maximum health gain can be achieved by financing the various programmes in order of 
decreasing efficiency (i.e. increasing cost-utility ratios), until the available budget is 
exhausted (pp. 148-50).

In curative health care, according to the WRR, one should strive towards an “equal-
ization of C/U ratios” across all categories of curative services (pp. 150-2). The idea is 
that the decision making on whether or not to finance collectively mainly new curative 
services must be governed by the principle that one identical maximum amount for real-
izing one DALY holds for all categories. The WRR believes that the application of the 
“methodology” of equalizing the cost-utility ratio may lead to an “objectifying” of the 

* In its report the WRR used the general term cost-effectiveness ratio. In line with accepted health economic expression, in 
calculating the cost effectiveness ratio, the output of health care services can be expressed in various measures of 
effectiveness: increased life expectancy, complaint-free days, millimetres of high blood pressure reduction, etc. Specific 
requirements are imposed on the outcome measure when calculating the cost-utility ratio: it must be applicable to the 
entire health care and must represent the values that are accorded to the total of all the health effects of a service (Dru97).

** An efficiency analysis may also lead to the conclusion that the costs and/or the health gain of the studied service S are 
lower than those of the alternative A. When the costs of S are lower and the gain is higher than those of A, then it is stated 
in health economic that A is dominated by S. If it is the other way around, then S is dominated by A. In both cases 
calculating a cost-utility ratio is not meaningful. If both the costs and gain of S are lower than those of A, then there is the 
possibility of reversing the comparison to refer to the cost-utility ratio of A in comparison to S. In fact, in most instances 
it would be possible to refer to additional costs and an additional health gain of S in comparison to A. 
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decision making on whether or not to make curative services collectively available (p. 
155). According to the Council, this does not alter the fact 

“[...] that awkward choices still remain even in the suggested methodology. Thus, when using the DALY 

measure, a choice must be made between what will and will not be regarded as costs (indirect costs, direct 

costs etc.) and in which manner the benefits should be valued. These difficult points should certainly not be 

a reason not to use such a methodology. In some respects, the matter is one of resolving technical issues. Not 

only can these choices be expressly discussed, but the additional advantage remains that all services can be 

weighed in the same manner” (p. 155).

The WRR leaves unanswered in just what way the “awkward” issues can be considered 
technical. The suggestion is that these issues are not only technical in the sense that they 
require specific expertise in order to be fathomed. They are also technical because they 
can be resolved in different ways (so that the “machinery” of CUA can thus demonstrate 
varying views of parts) without this having any essential influence on the eventual 
result. After all, “the additional advantage remains that all services can be weighted in 
the same manner.” The WRR does not argue why a specific collection of methodologi-
cal choices (applied to various services with divergent health effects among diversely 
composed groups of patients) would lead to the same ranking by virtue of cost-utility as 
would another CUA methodology set up differently in terms of “technical” aspects.

1.3 The Limits to Health Care advisory

The advisory ‘Limits to Health Care’ (Grenzen van de gezondheidszorg) (GR86) 
appeared more than ten years before the Public Health Care report. In this advisory, the 
Health Council of the Netherlands accorded the CUA a much more modest role than the 
WRR would do later. According to the Health Council, CUA results should not be deci-
sive in ranking services, and thus not in the decision making. They could be “no more 
than helpful in raising the quality of the decision making” (p. 89). A ranking according 
to cost-utility could result in arbitrariness. In fact, such a ranking would be dependent on 
the supply of health care services available at any given time and on the limited capacity 
to carry out CUAs. Furthermore, it might be overlooked that in the course of time, with 
increasing experience and wider application, the cost-utility of services could improve. 
Finally, there are other criteria alongside cost-utility that are relevant to the inclusion of 
services in the package. Is the service of life and death importance or otherwise essen-
tial? Is the service accessible to anyone who is entitled to it? Does the care contribute 
towards the desired distribution of health care within the population and among groups 
of patients (p. 90)? All these were issues posed by the Health Council in 1986. 
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1.4 This report

Fifteen years have elapsed since the appearance of the Health Council’s Limits to Health 
Care advisory. Countless articles have been published discussing the principles and the 
methodology of cost-utility analysis and forwarding new proposals to solve persistent 
problems. The number of available CUAs has multiplied. It is now expedient to reassess 
the old Health Council view on the usefulness of cost-utility analysis in the light of these 
scientific developments. This is particularly so since the Minister’s advice request 
expressly referred to the WRR report that is in conflict with the earlier viewpoint of the 
Health Council. 

The aim of this report is to initiate the defining of a new Health Council viewpoint. 
Its primary goal is limited. It involves creating an inventory of the assumptions and 
methodological problems and the limitations of the applicability of CUA that arise from 
them. The report is thus to a large extent devoted to the “awkward choices” in the CUA 
methodology that the WRR has already mentioned. It provides an overview of facts, 
opinions and considerations with respect to these choices, that are highlighted in the 
health economic, medical and medical ethics literature. Following from this, the final 
chapter explores what lessons may be learnt from this for the broader question of 
whether the efficiency criterion can be applied in defining a collectively financed basic 
health care services package.

In line with current usage in health economics, this report regards the CUA prima-
rily as an efficiency analysis, with the QALY as a measure of health gain (CVZ99, 
Dru97, Hur00, Joh96, Ric94, Tor86, Uyl00). The report assumes that CUA is carried out 
from a general societal perspective, so that all effects and costs are relevant, regardless 
of who is involved or when they occur. 

In scientific literature, the QALY is fairly generally regarded as the theoretically 
best grounded and, from a practical and methodological point of view, best developed 
outcome measure for CUAs. The report deals only briefly with possible alternatives, 
such as the DALY, the Healthy Year Equivalent (HYE) and the saved young life equiva-
lent (SAVE). The numerous methodological choices that are relevant for the quality of 
evidence on the effectiveness of health care services in general, are not covered at all, 
although evidently they can have a major influence on the quality and usefulness of 
CUAs. Examples include the choices to be made in designing an effectiveness study, in 
the way it is carried out, and in the aggregation of the results of various studies in meta-
analyses. The report also leaves aside the modelling of health care outcomes in the 
longer term: a field of study replete with challenges, pitfalls and traps, which is of vital 
importance for many types of health policy research, including efficiency analysis 
(Bar98, Bon91, Maa95, Man96a). In general, randomized clinical trials and other forms 
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of effectiveness research are of a few years’ duration, at most. On the other hand, CUAs 
that are carried out from a general societal perspective try to consider the integral effects 
of health care services and often prompt statements to be made on their impact on the 
total course of life. Modelling of lifelong treatment effects, based on empirical effective-
ness research with a limited duration, supplemented with other data, introduces signifi-
cant uncertainties into CUA. This also applies to the forecasts for the related costs over 
the longer term. 

The report is drawn up as follows. To start, Chapter 2 considers how the general 
guiding notion of efficiency in CUA is transformed into a quantifiable concept applica-
ble across the entire health care field, indicating the ratio of the input (‘costs’) to the out-
put (‘health gain’) of health care services. Chapter 3, the most comprehensive chapter, is 
devoted to the QALY: the outcome measure that distinguishes CUA from other forms of 
efficiency analysis. The route that must lead to a generally applicable measure of health 
gain appears to be paved with a series of assumptions on which the final word has not 
been spoken. Chapters 4 and 5 then briefly consider two components of CUA that are 
not specific to CUA, but that are inherent in every type of quantitative efficiency analy-
sis. These are the quantification of the costs and the conversion of future health gain to 
its present value (‘discounting’). Chapter 6 notes, equally briefly, what the effects of 
CUA-based allocation decisions are on the distribution of the achieved health gain. 
Finally, Chapter 7 explores the implications of the foregoing chapters as regards the 
applicability of the efficiency criterion.
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2Chapter

Efficiency

A cost-utility analysis represents a specific interpretation of the concept of efficiency. 
The economist Hurley noted in a recent health economic handbook that the term effi-
ciency has a specific, technical meaning in economics that does not accord with its gen-
eral use. He observed that, in daily usage, the word has a strong normative charge: it 
denotes “not wasting resources”, something that one can scarcely object to (Hur00).

In health care, the notion that resources should not be wasted certainly has its own 
appeal and relevance. However, it is clear that this general, guiding thought lies at some 
distance from a tightly defined, let alone a quantifiable, efficiency concept applicable 
across the entire breadth of health care. Even the Health Council’s definition for the con-
cept of efficiency in Medical Treatment at a Crossroads (GR91) – “the benefits of an 
activity set against the costs in money, manpower, resources and time” – is still far 
removed from a similar general and quantitative concept. This also applies to the defini-
tion the Minister of Health, Welfare & Sport used in the policy note MTA and efficiency 
of care (Bor95): “efficient care is effective care, at the lowest possible cost”. Neither of 
these descriptions entails the ambition of being able to compare the efficiency of types 
of health care that have different goals.

Obviously, there is a long route to travel to get from the normal meaning of the word 
‘efficiency’, to its meaning in a CUA context. CUA’s cost-utility ratio is a particular 
transformation of the informal efficiency concept. It arises from a quantitative model of 
the ratio of input to output of health care services and thereby represents a simplification 
of reality. 
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In this model, output is defined as health gain. More specifically, it is defined as the 
value the health gain represents for patients or potential patients. Various authors have 
referred to aspects of the value of health care that remain out of sight in this way (Ger93, 
Goo96, Moo94a, Moo94b, Moo00, Nee00, RGO01): the value of information per se, 
involved in the transfer of diagnostic, etiological, pathophysiological and prognostic 
insights; the value of reassurance; the value of respect, care and attention that the 
patients experience or, more generally, the so-called process utility of health care 
(Don97); the recovery or confirmation of their autonomy; the value of continuity in care 
(Shi97); the positive effects that flow from health care to those closest to the patients 
(Bar99, Bro01, Har01, Kor99, Loo89, Wei97a); the value that people attach to knowing 
that effective care services are available to everyone (Hur00, Moo00), and, more specif-
ically, the value of preventing parental and societal concern by introducing vaccination 
against meningococcus in children; the value of recovery or improvement of someone’s 
appearance (Bon01a); and, finally, the value of new human life (Bro93). These aspects 
are to some degree inherent in health care in general, as well as in the good treatment of 
patients and those closest to them. However, these are also, to a significant degree, 
ingredients and products of health care that has shown to be effective, that meets the 
requirements of the time and provides care that patients and care providers can trust. In 
short, these are, to an important extent, aspects where specific health care services may 
differ thoroughly from each other.

The input of health care is also defined in a specific way in CUAs. The basic 
assumption is that resources that are withdrawn from one form of care can be directly 
siphoned off to another, more efficient form of care (Dru97). The fact that the costs 
themselves also imply gains, in the form of the job satisfaction and income of care pro-
viders, is ignored. The definition of costs that may or may not be incorporated in the 
analysis (such as productivity losses or the costs of health care in extra years of life 
gained through medical treatment) is open to discussion (Bro01, Hur00, Koo98, Luc96). 
It is often passed over that the actual costs can be dependent on the scale on which a ser-
vice is applied, on the experience that has been gained and on other time-dependent and 
place-dependent factors (Ash00, Ger93). As a rule, both the input and output of services 
are projected to a specific moment in time through discounting, without taking account 
of the dynamics of social and scientific development, which are unpredictable, but can 
be influenced to some extent by political and other decisions.

As we have noted, the C/U ratio stems from a model and is thus a simplification of 
reality. As is known, that is a model’s strength and its weakness at one and the same 
time. A model offers an overview and insight that the complexity of reality would other-
wise make difficult to acquire. It offers the possibility of mapping the considerations 
that are relevant to a specific decision. It may assist in bringing about an orderly discus-
sion among the different parties involved in the decision process, by identifying points 
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of consensus and differences of opinion. In so doing, they may arrive step by step at an 
agreement that would otherwise have been difficult to achieve given the complexity of 
the problem and the many conflicting opinions and interests (Vle90). However, the risk 
is that the developers and users of the model may either consciously or unconsciously 
forget that they are working with a model. As a consequence, they may declare as out of 
order, or may not be able to weigh properly, any considerations that are either insuffi-
ciently addressed in the model or completely absent from it. Moreover, they may neglect 
the value laden choices that are involved in creating the model (Ber98).

Hurley, mentioned earlier, pointed out that technical economic concepts such as 
‘efficiency’ and an ‘optimal’ distribution of resources in the public arena unavoidably 
acquire a normative meaning. Because of this, among other reasons, he argued that, 
despite any number of economists who would wish to see it as ‘objective science’, the 
so-called welfare economy (the economic tradition in which many economically ori-
ented cost-utility analysts ground their work) is inevitably a form of social ethics and 
should be treated accordingly (Hur00). This is important to keep in mind in interpreting 
CUA-based statements about the efficiency of health care services. It implies that a cost-
utility ratio is not to be taken as representing an objective state of affairs in reality, but 
instead as a value laden position in the debate about the distribution of scarce resources 
in health care.
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3Chapter

Utility

The word ‘utility’ in cost-utility can, but does not necessarily, indicate one of the mean-
ings attributed to the term over time by philosophers and economists (Sen91). In daily 
health economic usage, the term ‘cost-utility analysis’ refers to efficiency analyses with 
a measure of health care output that meets two specific requirements. First, the output 
measure is applicable to the entire health care. Second, it represents the value attributed 
to the total of all the service’s health effects (Dru97). This chapter successively lists the 
various methodological steps involved in measuring the value of health gain in CUAs. 

3.1 The ‘health gain’ concept

How is the output of a medical treatment to be quantified? The most common approach 
in estimating health gain in cost-utility analysis proceeds from the idea that the output of 
a health care service can be analyzed in two dimensions, duration of life and health-
related quality of life. A medical treatment may prolong life, promote the quality of life, 
or both. Hence, it is possible to speak of a person’s ‘quality-adjusted duration of life’. 
This may be calculated by taking the duration of each period of life spent in a particular 
health state, multiplying it by the appropriate quality factor for this state (varying from 0 
(dead) to 1 (entirely healthy)), and then aggregating these arithmetical products.* The 
outcome of a treatment for an individual, in comparison with no treatment, may then be 

* To date, the fact that at least some people experience certain health states as being worse than death has not received much 
attention in the QALY methodology (Hou01, Mac01).
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quantified as the difference between the quality-adjusted life duration with or without 
treatment. 

This line of thinking lies at the heart of the QALY as a measure of health gain. A 
QALY represents one life year spent in a condition of perfect health, or two years spent 
in a health condition that is ‘half as desirable’, etc. A treatment that extends life by ten 
years while the health condition is ‘worth half as much’ as a condition of perfect health, 
and a treatment that does not extend life, but improves the health-related quality of life 
from 0.5 to 1 during ten years, both yield 5 QALYs.

Despite the attraction of its simplicity, the QALY concept has, right from the outset, 
led to critical questioning among cost-utility researchers and those less directly con-
cerned. Is it reasonable to assume that one particular quality value can be attached to a 
specific condition of health, irrespective of the duration of the condition or of the situa-
tion that prevailed prior to it or that will succeed it, and irrespective of the possible alter-
native states that a (different) treatment might achieve? Is it reasonable to grade each 
healthy year of life equally, whether it is the final year of life or the first in a long series? 
Are QALYs of different people comparable to the extent that they may be tallied up 
when it comes to determining the outcome of a medical service for a given group of peo-
ple? And if these propositions do not apply at all, or not in all circumstances, or not 
entirely, which consequences will it have for the interpretation of health gain measured 
in QALYs?

To date, the health economic literature and the related decision theoretical and ethi-
cal literature have consistently wrestled with these issues following the introduction of 
the term QALY in the 1970s (Ber73, p 196, Wei77, Zec76). Two global schools of 
thought, characterized by two different approaches to the QALY concept, are discernible 
among the health economic authors who have involved themselves in the matter. These 
are the welfare economic or ‘welfarist’ and the ‘extra-welfarist’ or ‘decision maker’s’ 
approaches (Ble97a, Bro00a, Bus00, Cul98, Hur98, Joh96, Wei97b). The 
welfare economic approach strives towards the best possible embedding of the QALY 
concept in the theory of welfare economics, and thus attempts to create clarity in the 
interpretation of the QALY under various circumstances. In this vision, QALYs should 
be a valid reflection of the value attached to various health care outcomes by the individ-
uals whose health is, ultimately, what health care is about. The decision maker’s 
approach, in contrast, proceeds from the premise that those who must decide on the dis-
tribution of a limited health budget must conclude for themselves which ‘objective func-
tion’ they attempt to maximize with this allocation. As a rule, it is assumed that the 
decision maker’s objective function will somehow represent ‘health’ itself and that at 
present the best conceivable representation of that maximand is ‘the sum of the pro-
duced QALYs’.
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Both approaches have their problems. The welfare economic approach charges itself 
with demonstrating that the QALY, under specific conditions, can be used as a measure 
of health-related ‘utility’. The idea is that people strive to maximize their individual 
preference function or ‘utility’, that the overall welfare of society is a function of these 
individual utilities, and that the aim of the distribution of scarce resources should be to 
maximize the social welfare function (Gar96). The concept ‘utility’, to which conflict-
ing meanings are attributed in the philosophic and economic literature (Sen91), is gener-
ally used in the welfare economic literature in the sense of the expected utility theory. 
The foundations for this theory were laid in 1944 by Von Neumann and Morgenstern 
(Neu44). The standard gamble method* derived from this theory prevailed for a long 
time among health economists as the most theoretically pure way of measuring individ-
ual health-related utility. In recent years, some health economic researchers have dis-
puted the importance of the expected utility theory as a theoretical basis for the QALY. 
They acknowledge its value as a normative theory. However, they contend that its 
known descriptive shortcomings (brought to the fore in the work of authors such as Kah-
neman and Tversky (Kah79)), disqualifies the expected utility theory as a theoretical 
foundation for the descriptive exercise that they consider the derivation of preferences 
for health states from people’s choice behaviour to be. They believe a nonexpected util-
ity theory, such as the rank dependent utility theory, is more in agreement with people’s 
preferences for health states. This theory would therefore offer a sounder basis for 
developing instruments to measure those preferences (Ble97b, Ble02).

In 1980 Pliskin and colleagues formulated three conditions that had to be fulfilled if 
the QALY was to be interpreted as a unit of utility (Pli80, Wei80):**

• the valuation of the quality of life and the duration of life must be independent of 
each other (utility independence)

• the proportion of the remaining lifespan that one is prepared to sacrifice in the inter-
est of a specific quality improvement must be independent of the length of the 
remaining lifespan (constant proportional trade-off)

* See the first footnote with paragraph 3.3.3.
** At the World Congress on Health Economic in the same year, Alan Williams listed seven assumptions that were, to a 

certain degree, comparable: “very stringent conditions, which make empirical work to elicit such valuations rather 
difficult. They are needed in order to avoid the logistically impossible alternative, which is to present subjects with all 
possible future time profiles of health states, and then to get them to value each profile as a whole relative to each other 
profile as a whole.” Mehrez and Gafni later propagated Williams’ ‘logistically impossible alternative’ in a somewhat 
modified form in the Healthy Year Equivalent described later in this paragraph. 
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• there must be ‘risk neutrality on life years’.* It is assumed, for example, that one is 
indifferent between the certainty of nine healthy years of life on the one hand, and 
participation in a lottery with a 90% chance of ten healthy life years and a 10% 
chance of sudden death on the other hand.**

Subsequently it was also noted that in the situation of a health condition that varies over 
time (which often occurs in practice), the value attributed to the health state in a specific 
period must be independent of the health states in all other periods. This condition is 
known as additive utility independence or additive separability (Ble95, Joh96, Dol00). 
Dolan also distinguished the requirements that the value attached to health states need to 
be stable during someone’s entire life (stability of lifetime preferences) and independent 
of the moment (close at hand or far in the future) at which they occur (zero rate of time 
preference) (Dol00).

These are not minor requirements and diverse authors have argued that they will 
generally not be met in practice (Ble95, Boe98, Bro93, Car89, Dru97, Gaf95, Gar97, 
Goo96, Gui99, Hey90, Loo89, Nor94, Tor89). Empirical research also provided many 
indications pointing to this. The evaluation of a health state appeared to be dependent on 
a number of factors: the length of time spent in the state (Kir00, Sac78), the prospects of 
improvement in, or deterioration of, the condition (Kra98a, Ric96), the long-term prog-
nosis, and the cause of death (Hal92). Dolan offered an overview of a large number of 
studies that investigated the tenability of one or more of the six named requirements. He 
concluded that no clear empirical support could be found for any of them (Dol00). In 
particular, the assumption of additive separability appeared to be contradicted persua-
sively by the available information. This is in conformity with Broome’s argument, 
which qualified precisely this requirement (amid various “heroic assumptions”) as “the 
most dubious condition” (Bro93). The provisional conclusion of the welfare economic 
discussion on the QALY seems to be adequately summarized in the book by Drummond 
and colleagues. They answer the question “Is a QALY a utility?” with a concise “In gen-
eral, it is not” (Dru97).

To address this fundamental problem, Mehrez and Gafni introduced the Healthy 
Year Equivalent (HYE) in 1989 (Meh89). The QALY is based on an assessment of 

* Bleichrodt and colleagues later showed that the third requirement, that of the risk neutrality, implied the other two 
requirements under the (entirely plausible) requirement that all health states are equal for a duration of zero life years. 
They emphasized that this conclusion should not be taken as a defence of the QALY concept. Indeed, in terms of the 
plausibility of the three conditions together, it seems to make little difference whether utility independence and constant 
proportional trade-off can now be considered as independent requirements, or whether they are included in the 
assumption of risk neutrality.

** It is theoretically possible to adjust the calculation of QALYs to non-neutral risk attitudes, but this requires an (awkward) 
estimation of the relevant risk-attitude parameter (Kra98b, Miy85). It is rarely done in practice (Joh96).
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health states without specified duration. In contrast, respondents that are measuring the 
health-related utility in HYEs are asked to determine the degree of desirability of a total 
lifetime health profile (that is to say, of a specific sequence of health states, each of a 
specific duration, through to death). The determination of utility in terms of HYEs can-
not occur either without assuming risk neutrality with regard to a (healthy) lifespan 
(Dol00, Rie98). For the rest, however, the assumptions underlying the HYE are much 
less restrictive than those of the QALY. The theoretical superiority of appraising lifetime 
health profiles instead of isolated health states has also been fairly generally recognized 
in the literature (Ble95, Bon92, Bra99, Bus00, Dol00, Dru97, Gol96a, Rie98). However, 
the conclusion that the practical feasibility of the HYE approach is dubious has been 
widely shared as well. The appraisal of one sequence of various health states is already 
difficult, but the appraisal of an outcome scenario embracing a large number of different 
lifetime health profiles is an immense task. It obliges extended interviews and places 
high cognitive demands upon the respondents, with all the consequent problems in terms 
of costs, recruitment of respondents, and reliability and validity of the outcomes pro-
duced (Bon92, Dru97, Joh96, Ric96). Therefore, the HYE approach has been seldom 
applied in empirical research (Lle02).

Some welfare economic oriented health economists has suggested that the assump-
tions underlying the view of the QALY as a unit of utility do not perhaps entirely hold 
up in practice, but do so approximately and sufficiently well to justify using QALYs in 
CUAs (Gar96). However, to date, the (partial) empirical testing of this claim, which is 
theoretically possible through a comparison of the QALY and the HYE approach, has 
not been forthcoming. There are hardly any studies available about the degree to which 
the results of the more current quantification of health gain in QALYs diverge in prac-
tice from those of the theoretically superior quantifying in HYEs (Bra99).

Thus, the interpretation of the QALY as a unit of individual utility encounters seri-
ous problems. In addition, the aggregation of individual health-related utilities to a value 
judgement at the societal level, which forms the keystone of the welfare economic 
approach to the QALY, is not unproblematic either. Whether, and under what conditions, 
it is possible to aggregate individual utilities in a societal utility function is the core of an 
intensive debate in welfare economics that also reverberates in health economics 
(Fro89c, Gar96, Sas01, Tor86, Wag91). Some authors suggest that the aggregation of 
QALYs is possible under terms that are not too limiting (Ble97a), while others believe 
that the necessary interpersonal comparability of QALYs cannot be sufficiently guaran-
teed (Bro00a, Ube00c). The aggregation of health state valuations is further complicated 
by the fact that an appreciable number of people assess the condition ‘death’ higher than 
some health states (Bon01a, Mac01). The debate continues. 

Given the stubborn theoretical and empirical problems with which one wrestles in 
the QALY’s welfare economic approach, it is hardly surprising that the extra-welfarist or 
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decision maker’s approach has enjoyed growing popularity in recent years (Bus00). The 
latter’s virtue is that it does not seek an underpinning in individual utilities, and – at least 
in the eyes of some authors – allows a more pragmatic common sense approach 
(Bro00a). The extra-welfarist view assumes that decision makers strive for a ‘maximiza-
tion of health’ in distributing health care resources, and that ‘maximizing the sum of the 
produced QALYs’ is an acceptable interpretation of this goal (Bus00, Dru97, Wag91). 
At the same time, adherents of this approach are aware that ‘maximizing QALYs’ may 
well be only one of the decision makers’ goals. Other considerations, such as distribu-
tive justice, degree of dependence and the right to privacy, may play a role as well 
(Bus00, Rus96, Wei97b). The adherents to this approach emphasize, and in so doing 
claim to give expression to “the prevailing view of cost-effectiveness analysis”, that 
CUA must be seen as “an aid to decision making, not a complete prescription for social 
choice” (Rus96, Wei97b).

Is the extra-welfarist view of the QALY an alternative to the welfare economic 
view? Why should the QALY succeed as a measure of health while it fails as a measure 
of utility? One only needs to ask what is meant by multiplying lifespan by health to real-
ize that a critical questioning of the QALY as a standard for measuring the ‘amount of 
health’ inevitably leads back to all the complexity that encompasses the concept of the 
QALY as utility. It may also hardly be surprising that it does not appear to make any dif-
ference in the practice of cost-utility research whether one quantifies welfare economic 
or extra-welfarist QALYs. Hurley found that “[...] there is nothing observable about the 
methods themselves to indicate whether the analysis is intended to be welfarist of extra-
welfarist. Nothing observable distinguishes which approach is being invoked” (Hur00). 
In practice, all researchers appear to operate as if their interpretation of the QALY is a 
welfare economic one. They attempt to measure as well as possible the value that people 
from the general population attach to health states and then use the resultant values as 
factors in weighting the lifespan. A large part of the methodological research is aimed at 
developing techniques for adequately quantifying the individual preferences. Implicitly, 
the majority of cost-utility researchers appears to support the welfare economic interpre-
tation of the QALY (Ble96). Nevertheless, the same majority, in accordance with “the 
prevailing view of cost-effectiveness analysis”, puts the responsibility for weighing the 
thus-interpreted QALYs in the decision making process into the hands of the decision 
makers.

And what should these decision makers make of this? Hurley remarked that, ironi-
cally, the attempts of welfarist and extra-welfarist oriented cost-utility researchers to 
provide clarity on the assumptions and meaning of QALYs have only succeeded in 
increasing the confusion among the potential users of the CUA outcomes. He con-
cluded, paraphrasing a well-known health economic adage (Wei88, Wil92): “It turns out 
that a QALY is not just a QALY”. Sometimes the QALY appears to be a measure of 
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‘utility’, at others it is a measure of ‘health’. “The interpretation is in the eyes of the 
beholder, depending on what assumptions one is willing to make” (Hur00). 

Meanwhile, cost-utility researchers appear to let themselves be governed by the con-
viction, so eloquently articulated by Williams, that there is simply no better available 
alternative to the QALY: 

“[...] there is no perfect system on offer, and we can’t wait. As with a well conducted clinical trial, the new 

has to be compared systematically, according to preselected criteria, with what already exists. This is what 

needs to happen in the field of priority setting. If the same criteria as are used to criticise the QALY 

approach were used in an even handed way (italics in original) to criticize current practice, or any feasible 

alternative to it, how would these alternatives make out?” (Wil96, p 1801)

Interestingly enough, this quotation does not only show how this prominent economist 
regards the current practice of setting priorities in healthcare. It also reveals how he 
interprets the QALY approach, despite his extra-welfarist arguments (Sug78, Wil93): 
indeed as an actual alternative to the current practice of priority setting, rather than as a 
modest supporter of it. 

The decision makers have the ultimate say. They will primarily need to go by their 
own insight and intuition. Empirical research that could shed light on the importance of 
QALY assumption violations in various circumstances is either scarce or completely 
unavailable (Bra99). They will need to ask themselves a few questions, one of them 
being whether it is sensible to use one outcome measure to capture both differences in 
health state value and the difference between life and death. In a critical analysis of the 
DALY, which is also largely applicable to the QALY, Anand and Hanson wrote:

“While having an indicator that combines states of imperfect health with death is clearly convenient, there is 

an obvious information loss in reducing death to simply another health state. Some will argue that the events 

are incommensurable, and that a lexical priority attaches to life over death. At any rate, this suggests that 

information about mortality and morbidity should be presented separately – even if trade-offs were con-

ceded between the two events.” (Ana97)
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3.2 Describing health states

In order to measure the output of a medical treatment in QALYs, the health-related qual-
ity of life needs to be quantified. This generally occurs in two phases. First, patient-
related research is carried out that leads to a description of the health states of those who 
have undergone the treatment in question. Second, the descriptions of the health states 
that are at issue in the treatment are valued on an interval scale* from 0 to 1. In principle, 
it is possible to determine the quality adjustment factor necessary for calculating QALYs 
in the patient-related research directly, i.e.: without the interim step of the health states 
description. In that case, the patients involved in the research are asked to articulate a 
valuation of their own health state(s). This is termed a direct utility assessment. How-
ever, this approach is used extremely rarely in practice. This is because most researchers 
assume that it is not the actual patient but (a random sample of) the general public that 
constitutes the most appropriate source of health state valuations in CUAs (see 3.3.2) 
and also because clinicians often regard a direct utility assessment as an unacceptable 
burden on patients (Bra99).

Since the late 1940s, an intense discussion has been going on in the medical-scien-
tific literature, on how to study the effects of medical treatments on patients’ health 
states (Fei87, Kar48, Kar49, Nee91). Especially in the past 20 years, many hundreds of 
instruments have been developed for measuring ‘health states’, ‘health-related quality of 
life’ or aspects thereof (Spi90, Spi96). The measurement instruments mostly take the 
form of a list of questions about aspects of ‘health’ or ‘quality of life’. The questionnaire 
may be filled in by the patients themselves or by interviewers.

Broadly speaking, four types of measurement instrument can be distinguished. First 
of all, there are the domain-specific instruments (Ess00). These instruments cover one 
domain of health and can be applied to various diseases. Examples are the index of inde-
pendence in Activities of Daily Living (ADL index) (Kat63) and the McGill Pain Ques-
tionnaire (Mel75).

Then there are the disease-specific instruments. This was the most commonly used 
type of instrument in a review of 154 health-economic evaluation studies (Bra99). These 
instruments are generally developed for medical research to evaluate treatments for one 
specific disease. They focus on the dimensions of the concept of health that are affected 
by the disease at issue. Examples are the Health Assessment Questionnaire developed 
for research into people with rheumatic conditions (Fri80), and the EORTC QLQ-C30 

* An interval scale is a scale constructed in such a way that a quantitative meaning can be attributed to the intervals between 
the values on the scale (for example, “The difference between A and B is twice as large as the difference between A and 
C”). However, because no absolute zero is defined, the ratios of the values themselves are meaningless (“A is twice as 
great as B” is a meaningless statement).
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(the core questionnaire of the European Organization for Research and Treatment of 
Cancer), which can be complemented with separate modules for specific forms of can-
cer (Aar00).

The third category encompasses the instruments aimed at representing the health 
concept in general, the general health state instruments. These psychometric-style 
instruments are also frequently used in economic evaluation research (Bra99). They 
consist of a large number of questions (‘items’), each representing a particular aspect of 
the complex concept of health. The scores in the individual items can be added together 
to total the most important ‘dimensions’ of health (for example the physical, the psycho-
logical and the social dimensions). These dimensions may in turn, at least with some 
instruments, be totalled to achieve a final score for health as a whole. In the summation, 
the item scores and dimension scores may be weighted differently. Various methods are 
used to determine the weighting factor. It has been based, for example, on empirical 
research into the statistical correlation between the scores of related items in the SF-36 
(War96). In the Sickness Impact Profile, it has been determined by asking a panel of 
assessors to rate each item on a 15-point scale from minimally to maximally ‘dysfunc-
tional’ (Ber76). Similarly, a panel has assessed the ‘seriousness’ of the items in the Not-
tingham Health Profile (Hun80). Although a form of weighting separate item scores is 
thus unavoidably at issue when presenting the measurement results, the general health 
state instruments are usually regarded as descriptive instruments (Ess95).

General health state instruments are distinguished in this respect from the fourth and 
last category of instruments, the health state classification systems (preference classifi-
cation systems (Gol96a), multi-attribute health status classification systems (Dru97), 
multi-attribute utility scales (Bra99)). These instruments embody both the descriptive 
and the valuation phase of the research necessary for rating the quality adjustment factor 
of the QALY. The valuation phase will be covered in the next paragraph. It is sufficient 
here to note that most health state classification systems, in contrast with the general 
health state instruments, are based on a classification of health into a relatively small 
number of discreet states. Examples are the Health Utilities Index, which in its third and 
most extensive version distinguishes 972,000 different states (Fee96), and the EuroQuol 
(Eur90), which contains 243 states in its EQ-5D version (Kin96). By comparison, the 
SF-36, one of the most used general health state instruments, describes more than 10 
million possible health states (Dol00). Although health state classification systems have 
been available for some 25 years, a glance at, among others, a review of CUAs pub-
lished up until 1997 shows that they are relatively rarely used in economic evaluation 
research (Bra99, Neu97, Neu00a).

There is broad agreement in the literature on the advantages and disadvantages of 
various types of measurement instruments when it comes to their application in CUAs. 
The disease-specific and domain-specific questionnaires are sensitive instruments for 
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measuring the symptoms for which they are designed (Ess00, Gol96a, Guy96, Pat89). 
An obvious disadvantage for economic evaluation research is that they do not allow any 
comparison of the effects of treatment for diseases that influence different dimensions of 
health. By contrast, the general health state instruments enable a description of health 
effects in terms that are applicable to many different diseases, albeit at a cost of reduced 
sensitivity to some subtle or disease-specific effects and changes (Ber89, Edg98, Guy96, 
Pat89, Ver01). For both the disease-specific and domain-specific, as well as the general 
health state instruments, it is still unclear how to achieve the valuation of the resulting 
health state descriptions that is necessary to calculate QALYs (Bra99, Dru97). The 
health state classification systems have been specifically developed to offer a solution to 
this latter problem. However, they fall short even more than the general health state 
instruments when it comes to detecting subtle and disease-specific symptoms and the 
changes therein (Bra99, Bus00, Don88, Gol96a, Guy96, Hol95, McK98, Neu00a, 
Tor99, Ver01).

All authors agree that the ideal type of instrument that could be broadly employed 
across all disease categories to guarantee the comparability of the health gain measured 
is not yet available. Various solutions have been proposed. The health state classification 
systems form a part of all of these, but the disease-specific and general health state 
instruments still seem to have a role as well. A lack of clarity remains in particular on 
the issue of how the results of these various instruments should be combined in one 
dimension.

The authors of the Canadian guidelines for pharmaco-economic research (CCO97) 
(taken as a starting point in the guideline development by the Dutch Health Care Insur-
ance Board (CVZ99)), suggested that it is unlikely that one instrument will ever achieve 
‘golden standard’ status for measuring the health-related quality of life. They recom-
mended that pharmaco-economic researchers select one instrument from each of the 
four categories (the disease-specific and domain-specific, the general health state instru-
ments and the classification systems), taking into account the study-specific consider-
ations at issue in such a choice. They leave aside the question of how the results of these 
measurements can be converted into weighting factors for QALYs that are comparable 
over various studies (CCO97).

Rotterdam researchers recommended utilizing one of the health state classification 
systems for calculating QALYs, but they also insisted on incorporating a specific and a 
general health state instrument in economic evaluation research. Just as with the Cana-
dian guidelines, they did not address the question if and, if yes, how the obtained mea-
surement results could be involved in the calculation of QALYs that are comparable 
across various studies (Bus00, Ess00).

The American Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine, the so-called 
Washington Panel, concluded that “the field of measurement and valuation of outcomes 
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is still a developing one”. It advocated the development of one generally applicable 
health state classification system that is better than the existing systems. At the same 
time, the Panel stated that even an ideal instrument would probably not render the dis-
ease-specific instruments redundant. It described in general terms how the results of a 
small subcategory of the disease-specific instruments, the disease-specific classification 
systems, could be projected onto the dimensions of a general classification system to 
enable the calculation of QALYs (Gol96a).

The compilers of an extensive literature review that appeared three years after the 
publication by the Washington Panel showed that the methods used to value the results 
of disease-specific and general health state instruments in an economically valid way are 
still in their infancy. They expressed little optimism on whether they will ever be work-
able in practice (Bra99). The author of the chapter on measuring the health-related qual-
ity of life in a health economic handbook was very explicit in his conclusion: neither the 
disease-specific nor the general health state instruments are suitable for use in CUAs. 
When it comes to comparing outcomes for divergent diseases and treatments, then only 
the health state classification systems are usable (Dol00).

It is clear that the last word has yet to be spoken on this subject. For the time being, 
discussions on which instruments to use in CUAs for measuring health states are in an 
awkward predicament. On the one hand, there is broad agreement on the fact that dis-
ease-specific instruments are essential in order to avoid overlooking relevant treatment 
effects and to value them properly. On the other hand, major importance is attached to 
the generally applicable (but for specific effects, relatively insensitive) health state clas-
sification systems, because use of those systems seems to be the only workable way to 
generate health state values that are broadly comparable.

In the meantime, the practice of CUAs appeared to have taken little notice of the 
growing agreement on the importance of the health state classification systems. Most of 
the studies published between 1975 and 1995 made use of disease-specific instruments 
and derived the values that are attributed to health states from the researchers’ judge-
ment (Neu97). The health state classification systems also appeared to be only rarely uti-
lized in CUAs that were published up to 1998 (Neu00a).

How important is the discussion on the choice of a measurement instrument for the 
decision maker considering (partly) basing allocation decisions on CUAs? The decision 
maker can derive little support from the literature for determining to what extent effi-
ciency estimates are influenced by the choice between a general classification system 
and an disease-specific instrument. One study into the cost-utility of mammographic 
screening for breast cancer indicated that the choice could be of enormous practical 
importance. In that study, which used disease-specific descriptions of health states, the 
cost per quality-adjusted life-year gained appeared to be more than twice as high as the 
cost for the unadjusted life-year gained. The researchers ascribed the failure to find a 
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similar difference in another study to the fact that, in that study, a measurement instru-
ment was used that was insensitive to the specific harmful health effects associated with 
the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer (such as anxiety about the diagnosis, pain, 
stiffness and swelling that could be the result of breast amputation, fear for recurrence of 
the cancer and worries over appearance) (Hal92).

Neither in choosing between the available classification systems is the existing liter-
ature of much help. The authors of an earlier-mentioned literature review pointed to the 
clear differences in descriptive content between the individual classification systems and 
suggested that the selection of a particular system should be made dependent on the dis-
ease and age of patients. Comparative research into the measurement results of the vari-
ous classification systems among the same patient populations is still extremely rare and 
difficult to interpret (Bra99). Thus, two research groups that compared the Health Utili-
ties Index and the EuroQol instrument found differing agreements and differences 
(Bos00, Gli99).

The complexity to which the decision maker is subjected is further increased by the 
problem of the intercultural comparability of the measurement results. Almost all ques-
tionnaires for measuring health states are developed on the basis of research that almost 
exclusively involves respondents who are from the relatively well educated, white 
majority of a western nation. It seems plausible that the questionnaires, with their spe-
cific selection of health aspects and their specific weighting of the item scores, will not 
necessarily yield comparable results if applied in other (sub)cultures, national and inter-
national. Research has confirmed this (Hut96, Hun98a, Ste00). In different cultures, 
there are different expectations of what it means to feel good, or to be healthy, or to be 
ill. These expectations also form and interact with perceptions of pain, discomfort and 
limitations, and the relative seriousness of symptoms. Furthermore, there are differences 
in the type of language which is used when recounting personal experiences and in the 
conventions governing the communication of those feelings to other people (Hun98a). 
Organizers of major international clinical trials have for years been pointing towards 
problems with the intercultural (non-)comparability of health state measurements 
(Spi96). This has, however, still received little attention in the discussion on CUA meth-
odology. For example, the Washington Panel stated that one population group’s articu-
lated preferences for health states are not necessarily valid for other, differently 
constituted groups, but it ignores the comparable problem involved in measuring health 
(Gol96a). This problem is not mentioned in Dolan’s literature review either (Dol00).
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3.3 Valuing the quality of life

3.3.1 Nature of the valuations

Do people entertain preferences regarding health states and if so, what is the nature of 
such preferences? This is a question that is only rarely posed in the health economic lit-
erature. Dolan’s argument is an instructive exception (Dol00). Following the psycholo-
gist Fischoff, Dolan distinguishes between the philosophy of articulated values and the 
philosophy of basic values (Fis91). Health economists proceed from the premise that the 
preferences regarding health states that they measure among their respondents are also 
the ‘true’ preferences of these people. Their assumption is that the respondents have 
well-defined preference functions that can be ‘tapped into’ by appropriate questions.

This philosophy of articulated values is at odds with the results of numerous studies 
that indicate that subtle changes in the elicitation procedure appear to change the stated 
preferences of respondents. Such changes could include, for example, changes in the 
structure of the choice problem being put to the respondent, the question format and the 
sequence in which good and bad health states are presented.

This sort of findings supports the philosophy of basic values. This states that prefer-
ences in everyday life, as well as in health-economic research, “are not simply read off 
some master list, but are constructed on the spot by an adaptive decision maker” 
(Slo95). In this view, the elicitation procedure is a major force in shaping the prefer-
ences that the respondents express. Apart from the measurement procedure, respondents 
entertain only unarticulated, ‘basic’ values with regard to health states.

A middle way is conceivable between the philosophy of articulated values and the 
philosophy of basic values. Instead of just having preconceived, directly accessible pref-
erences regarding health states, people could have ‘stable values of moderate complex-
ity’ (Fis91). These values could be given further form and brought to light in an 
elicitation procedure that calls on the respondent’s reflexive capacities. Dolan declares 
himself in favour of such a middle way, which makes it possible to proceed from the 
premise that the measured health state preferences do reflect the ‘true’ preferences of the 
respondent in question, but also induces the development of more complex measuring 
procedures. These will in most instances be more interactive procedures than are the 
norm now. Instead of simply ‘tapping into’ already-present preferences, these proce-
dures will address the fact that the respondents’ preferences must embody their final 
form during the measurement (Shi97). This middle way enables a wide spectrum of 
approaches. But, Dolan emphasized, given that most people are only familiar with a few 
different health states through their own experience, and that they have no well-defined 
preferences regarding many states, future studies would do well to select a starting point 
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closer to the philosophy of basic values than to the philosophy of articulated values 
(Dol00).

Against the background of Dolan’s discussion of the influence of the measurement 
procedure on measured preferences, it is notable how little weight is attached in the 
health economic literature to the unrealistic character of the choice situations in which 
respondents are expected to imagine themselves when using the most important health-
economic procedures to generate health state valuations* (Joh96). Social scientific and 
medical literature points to the abstract and artificial character of the choices that the 
respondents are confronted with. It is questioned that the quantitatively measured prefer-
ences can make any claim to being valid reflections of the unarticulated, changeable and 
context-dependent ideas about the value of health states that people actually entertain in 
reality (Ash89, Car89, Lep97, Nee92). Rather, critics argue, the measured values of 
health states are artefacts. If they are to be relevant artefacts that can credibly fulfil the 
role that they are assigned in the calculation of QALYs, then at the very least the ques-
tions posed to the respondents must make clear for which goal their answers are to be 
used. “Without some such explicit link between the questions used to establish quality 
indices and the allocations generated by QALYs, QALYs will remain persistently suspi-
cious”(Men90).**

This criticism has received little attention in the health economic literature. Some-
one who was actually receptive to it is the Norwegian researcher Nord. He launched the 
‘saved young life equivalent’ (SAVE) as an alternative to the QALY in 1992 (Nor92a). 
His proposal was received with appreciation in the Netherlands (Leu93) and was often 
cited in recent health economic reviews as promising but not yet adequately worked out 
and insufficiently tested in practice (Bus00, CCO97, Dru97, Gol96a). Nord’s idea was 
partly inspired by the observation that the measurement procedures used to quantify the 
Q of the QALY in no way reflect the nature of the choices that make up CUA’s reason 
for existence (Nor92a, Nor94). He postulated the SAVE as a new unit to measure the 
output of health care. A SAVE is produced if one saves a young person from a certain 
death and restores him or her to full health. He suggested asking respondents in 
health economic research how many outcomes X of a given medical intervention are 
equivalent to one SAVE. In this calculation, X represents the health gain for one patient, 
defined in terms of the health state prior to the intervention, the improvement of the 
health state, the risks of the intervention, the age of the patient and other relevant vari-
ables. If the answer is ten, then the value of outcome X is equal to one-tenth of a SAVE.

* For a description of these procedures see the first footnote of paragraph 3.3.3.
** Concerning a comparable problem (the weighting of health states by experts calculating DALYs) Anand and Hanson 

stated that “[...] the meaning attached to the different weighting of health states depends in an important way on the 
precise question that was asked of these experts. Their responses would also depend on understanding the use to which 
such estimates would be put”(Ana97).
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Nord’s SAVE procedure explicitly conceives the health economic valuation problem 
as one of the relative valuation of the health benefits that people experience from diver-
gent health care services (Nor93, Nor94, Nor95, Pin97). A concomitant advantage is 
that the SAVE is based on a direct assessment of specific changes in the health, rather 
than, as in the QALY, on assessments of health states from which the value of the transi-
tion from one state to another is then derived (Nor99, Ube00a). In addition, the SAVE 
escapes the limiting assumptions discussed in 3.1 that lie at the heart of the QALY. 
Moreover, it provides, in principle, a solution to a number of distributional problems 
associated with the cost/QALY ratio (see Chapter 6), since the question as to how to 
value health benefits accruing to the young and to the old, to the seriously ill and to the 
almost-healthy, and to a few individuals and to many, is part of the valuation problem 
put before the respondent.

These advantages do come at a price at the practical level. The assessment task that 
confronts the respondents in the SAVE procedure is even more complex than the task 
that must be fulfilled to estimate Healthy Year Equivalents (see 3.1). Nevertheless, the 
advantages in comparison with the QALY are of such a nature that it is regrettable that 
so far the SAVE has been scarcely used in the field of health economic research, apart 
from some theoretical and methodological contributions to the development of the per-
son trade-off approach that forms the procedural core of the SAVE proposal (Gre01, 
Nor99, Ube99, Ube00b, Ube00c). When it comes to quantifying the efficiency of ser-
vices across the entire breadth of health care in one dimension, the development of com-
plex, interactive procedures in which a relevant panel gradually forms a judgment on the 
value of the output of those services in terms of SAVEs, seems to be an approach that 
deserves thorough exploration. Such a way of proceeding would be in accordance with 
both Dolan’s argument and the call by Edgar and colleagues for a discursive-ethical 
approach to the valuation problem (Edg98).

In contrast to the SAVEs, the QALYs, as they now figure in cost-utility research, are 
based on abstract valuation exercises that bear no relation to the use to which the elicited 
valuations will be put. This casts a shadow over the applicability of the outcomes of this 
research.

3.3.2 Choosing the valuators 

Whereas little has been written on the nature of health state valuations, there has been 
much discussion on the question as to who they must be elicited from. The two most dis-
cussed options are the general population and the patients who are now undergoing or 
have undergone the disease and the treatment in question. Other possible sources of 
health state valuations have been named incidentally, but were generally quickly dis-
posed of. This applies to the researchers who are carrying out CUA. In the eyes of 
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authoritative authors, they form a source of quality adjustment factors that can barely be 
taken seriously (Joh96). Nevertheless, it was the most frequent one in a series of CUAs 
published between 1975 and 1995 (Neu97). It also applies to health care professionals. 
In an era in which doctors are primarily valued not so much as moral authorities but 
rather as the bearers of medical-scientific knowledge, the idea that they should express 
value judgements about the quality of life of their patients can expect little approval.* 
Doctors, nursing staff and other care providers certainly have insight in and experience 
with various diseases and treatments, but research shows that their judgement on the 
(un)desirability of a state is often at odds with that of their patients (Fro89c). In addition, 
and for several conscious or unconscious reasons, they can incline towards an overesti-
mation of the seriousness of disease states in which they themselves are professionally 
interested (Tor86, McK98).

This leaves the patients and the general public. Dolan correctly indicates that these 
are not mutually exclusive categories. There are many people among the ‘healthy’ pub-
lic who know several diseases through their own experience. In addition, there are 
patients who have only just become ill or who were instead ill a long time previously 
(Dol99, Dol00). What it ultimately comes down to is a decision on how the preferences 
of different population groups must be weighted (Loo89) in cases where systematic dif-
ferences in valuing health states become apparent between the groups. Are there such 
differences? Some studies show that people who are themselves in a bad state of health 
value their own condition more highly than others do (Boy90, Len99, Sac78). No differ-
ences are found in other studies. A 1989 review article determines that the available 
research results does not admit a clear conclusion, but that genuine differences could 
very easily have gone unnoticed because of the limited scope of most studies and the 
large interindividual variability (Fro89c). A clear difference is indeed later found in a 
relatively large study where patients valued varying health states higher than non-
patients did (Dol96). A recent review of 38 studies confirmes that observation (Wit00). 
In fact, most authors proceed from the premise that one must take serious account of the 
possibility that patients rate their own condition more highly than people who have no 
experience of it do. This could particularly be the case among people with a chronic dis-
ease. This difference could be explained by healthy peoples’ unfamiliarity with disease 

* Murray and colleagues, in opposition to the prevailing views in the health economic and ethical literature about CUAs, 
used panels of health care professionals to determine the disability weights for calculating disability adjusted life years. 
Murray defended this on practical grounds: “To speed up the already demanding process, the protocol [for weighting 
health states] has been designed to be used with health care providers so that less time needs to be invested to describe 
each of the conditions. Health care providers are selected because of their knowledge, not because they have ‘better’ 
judgement” (Mur97). The Dutch Disability Weights group also appealed to medical experts, particularly general 
practitioners (Sto00a).
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states, but certainly also by successful adaptation of patients to their condition (Dol00, 
Gol96a, McK98, Men99).

Which valuations should weigh more heavily, those of the patients or those of the 
general population? No one disputes that only the patients themselves know what it is to 
be in a particular health state. They have access to direct insight, which is denied to oth-
ers, into the feelings and limitations that are associated with their condition. Compared 
to patients, non-patients have an immense ‘information disadvantage’ that can not be 
bridged with even the must subtle description. But no matter how important this is, cer-
tainly from a practical viewpoint (Tor86), the crucial main question is still whether it is 
the values of patients, or those of the general population, that are relevant to the decision 
making on resource allocation which is central to CUA.

For the patients, or more generally the health care service target groups, the argu-
ment is that they are the ones whose welfare is what health care is all about. It thus 
hardly seems defensible to ignore the patients’ values. According to some health econo-
mists, this line of reasoning accords best with the principles of welfare economics, 
which state that allocation decisions must be based on the utility functions of those who 
could benefit from the decisions (Bra99, Joh96).

The possibility that patients could be inclined towards strategic response behaviour 
argues against this approach. Patients could be tempted to overestimate the undesirabil-
ity of their condition and in this way accord a higher value to the efficiency of services 
aimed at the prevention or curing of their condition (Loo89, Tor86). Others doubt 
whether respondents are in a position to work out in practice how their answers could 
influence the allocation of resources. Furthermore, available empirical research suggests 
that patients are quicker to overvalue, rather than undervalue, their own health state 
(Joh96, Gol96a). Even more important is the objection that patients, to the degree that 
they have successfully adapted to their condition, will express their adapted assessment 
in their responses. The question is whether it is exactly these adapted values that the val-
uation of health states in CUAs should be based upon (Bro95, Dol00, Men02).

Those who argue in favour of the general population as a source of health state valu-
ations answer this last question negatively. They state that the allocation of collective 
resources in health care is the affair of the entire society, in which patients with a partic-
ular disease form only a small minority. The allocation decisions must express the val-
ues of the large majority of healthy people who are entirely able and competent to 
determine (without knowing which diseases they will suffer in the future) into just 
which services their insurance premiums should be invested (Bus00, CCO97, Gol96a, 
Rut98). The fact that they are only inadequately aware of the actual nature of health 
states does not detract from the validity of their value judgements. After all, incomplete 
and imperfect information is an inescapable fact of life (Loo89).
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It can be noted against this argument that even though it may be entirely legitimate 
that health states are assessed by representatives of the general population, this still does 
not mean that their valuations that are the right ones from an ethical point of view. Dolan 
posed the question of whether it is defensible to attach equal value to the judgement of 
someone who has never given any thought to a particular disease as to that of someone 
who has direct personal experience of it (Dol99). Healthy people without the experience 
of particular diseases or limitations may be guided by stereotypes or otherwise mis-
placed prejudices (Gol96a). Froberg and Kane provided a number of examples of 
research results that showed the values that the respondents accord to health states to 
depend on the question as to whether the states concern themselves or hypothetical 
patients. In the case of a hypothetical patient, they would appear to be dependent on var-
ious patient characteristics that do not actually have anything to do with the health state 
itself. The authors concluded that “the results of these studies highlight the serious ethi-
cal considerations that arise when social preferences are used to make public policy 
decisions” (Fro89c).

Another counterargument is that it would be unwise not to take account of the way 
in which people generally value their condition once a particular disease or limitation 
has manifested itself in them. This is also the case when the logic that the insured party 
certainly has the right to determine what he or she is insured for, is considereed as being 
applicable without reservation to the distribution of collective health care resources 
(Bro95, Men02). For people want to insure themselves for health care which best meets 
their needs once they need it. 

The authors of guidelines for health economic evaluation research, such as those of 
the Washington Panel, the Canadian and Dutch guidelines for pharmaco-economic 
research and the guidelines of the Rotterdam institute for Medical Technology Assess-
ment, have all adopted a clear standpoint in this discussion. They have stated plainly that 
health state valuations must derive from random samples of the general population 
(Bus00, CCO97, CVZ99, Gol96a). This guideline is also put into practice in developing 
the health state classification systems discussed in 2.3 (Bra99). However, the writers of 
recent literature reviews who do not pose themselves the task of formulating guidelines, 
originating from both ethics (Edg98, McK98) and health economics (Bra99, Dol00, 
Joh96), do not regard the question of the choice of the relevant valuators as in any way 
settled. The continuing debate in recent literature would appear to justify their position.

Nord and colleagues have made an interesting proposal. They suggest distinguishing 
between the utility of health states (which the patients can best judge themselves) and 
the social value of changes in health states brought about by medical services (which 
can best be determined by a random sample from the general population). According to 
these authors, the utility that the patients themselves ascribe to their own health states 
should be weighed by the representatives of the general population in their assessment 
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of the social value of health gains (Men99, Nor99, Ube00b, Ube00c, Men02). To deter-
mine the social value, this proposal calls on the person trade-off approach, which has up 
to now enjoyed little popularity among health economists. Thus, it cannot be expected to 
find much of an audience in the short term. However, it certainly does cast a clarifying 
light onto the discussion about the choice of valuators, even if it does not offer a solution 
to the substantial ethical question as to what weight should be attached to patients’ util-
ity estimates influenced by successful adaptation (Men02).

To what degree does this discussion have practical importance? Can the extent to 
which the valuations of general population and patients are taken into account have con-
sequences for the ranking of services according to cost utility? A study into the assess-
ment of the quality of life in interventions to prevent osteoporosis showes that the 
influence might be considerable. There appeared to be important differences in the valu-
ation of osteoporosis-related health states by women who have experienced osteoporotic 
fractures compared with women who have not. The estimated cost-utility of osteoporo-
sis prevention thereby varied from $25,000 to $100,000 per QALY gained, depending 
on whether the values were used of the women without or with fractures (Gab99). 

Just as in the measurement of health states, it seems that cultural diversity may also 
be an important factor in choosing the valuators of health states. Little attention has been 
devoted to this in the literature (Bad01, Gol96a).

3.3.3 Choosing a measurement procedure

To an even greater extent than the choice of the valuators, the choice of the right proce-
dure for measuring health states preferences is a methodological subject in cost-utility 
analysis that has intensely occupied health economists. Almost thirty years of theoretical 
debate and empirical research has yielded no agreement. The conclusion that this agree-
ment is absent actually is unanimous (Dol00, Dru97, Fro89b, Fro89d, Gol96a, Joh96, 
Len00, Nor92b).
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Many different measuring procedures are available. They fall into two separate cate-
gories. First, there are the choice-based procedures: the standard gamble* (SG), the time 
trade-off (TTO) and the person trade-off (PTO). Second, there are the psychometric pro-
cedures, such as the paired comparison, the rating scale, the visual analogue scale and 
the magnitude estimation. The various procedures are in turn families of similar tech-
niques that on closer inspection appear to differ in aspects such as the choice of the dura-
tion of the health states to be assessed in the SG, the duration of the remaining life 
expectancy in the TTO, the definition of the interval scale anchor points, the manner in 
which the health states are described and the precise wording of the questions. These are 
all aspects that can each influence the measurement results in their own way (Len00, 
Nor92b, Smi93).

The Washington Panel (Gol96a), the authors of the Canadian guidelines (CCO97), 
and Froberg and Kane (writers of four somewhat older overview articles to which refer-
rals are still made (Fro89a-d)) view both the psychometric and the choice-based proce-
dures as suitable for use in CUAs. 

Others express a clear preference on theoretical grounds for the procedures based on 
choices, because these, in contrast to the psychometric ones, require people to make 
trade-offs between different arguments in their utility function, whereby they accord 
with economic thinking (Bra99, Bus00, Dol00, Joh96). The SG and the TTO are the 
most serious nominees in their eyes. But which of the two should be chosen? The debate 
on this among health economists is still going on (Dol00).

Both procedures have their problems. For both the SG and the TTO, the hypotheti-
cal choices put before respondents are not realistic (Joh96; compare 3.3.1). In addition, 
the measurement results from both procedures are influenced, albeit not in the same 
way, by a reluctance to give up life that varies from person to person and has, in reality, 
nothing to do with the relative assessment of health states (Bra99, Fow95). A further 
argument against the SG is that there are strong indications that, in practice, people often 
systematically violate the axioms of the expected utility theory on which the SG is based 
(Ble02). A more important drawback to the TTO is that the measurement results are sub-

* In the SG, respondents are given a choice between two alternatives: a particular chronic state, or a lottery with ‘perfect 
health’ and ‘death’ as possible outcomes. The question is at which chance for ‘perfect health’ the choice between the two 
alternatives is perfectly even. In the TTO, respondents are also asked to make a choice: to continue the rest of their life in 
a particular chronic state, or to live for a shorter period in perfect health. Here the question is which part of their life 
expectancy they are willing to give up in order to achieve the state of perfect health. The PTO is applied to the SAVE (see 
3.3.1). Another possible formulation is: how many people in a particular chronic state would need to have their life 
extended by 1 year to make this option equal to extending the life of 100 people by this same 1 year? In the paired 
comparison, respondents must decide which states from a series of pairs of health states they prefer. In the rating scale, the 
visual analogue scale and the magnitude estimation procedures, they must indicate what value they attach to health states 
by assigning a number, marking a line, or by saying ‘how many times better’ (or worse) one state is compared to another 
(Dru97, Gol96).
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ject to the respondents’ time preferences (Bra99, Dol00, Fro89b, Joh96). Bleichrodt 
identified four forms of bias that play a part in both the SG and the TTO. These biases 
generally result in an overestimation with the SG, while they seem to cancel each other 
out in the TTO. The latter effect, however, is not guaranteed (Ble02). Virtually all 
authors agree that the third choice-based procedure, the PTO, is still insufficiently sub-
stantiated and developed. Additionally, a disadvantage for the PTO as a method for mea-
suring the value of individuals’ health states is that incorporating preferences about the 
distribution of health gain is inevitable.* However, the PTO does seem to be enjoying a 
rising degree of interest as a method for determining the social value of health care ser-
vices output (Gre01, Men99, Nor99, Ube00b, Ube00c).

As far as research has been able to establish, the measurement results of the psycho-
metric procedures seem to correlate only moderately with those of SG and TTO (Bra99). 
The values measured with the SG and the TTO mutually display a higher correlation, 
but the SG values tend to be somewhat higher than the TTO values (Ble97d, Bra99), 
which is in agreement with the expectations on theoretical grounds (Dol00). No one 
ventures general statements in the literature on the degree to which the measured values 
of the different procedures differ from each other. The Washington Panel concludes in 
1996 that much more research is still needed into how the measurement results of the 
various procedures relate to each other under various circumstances (Gol96a).

This conclusion still holds six years later. The TTO appears to be gaining popularity 
among health economists, after the SG was long seen as the (certainly theoretically) 
superior method (Ble02). But there is no question of a general consensus, and uncer-
tainty remains about the validity of health state valuations, even if they derive from a 
TTO procedure (Gre01, Len00). Bleichrodt, a self-declared TTO advocate, states in a 
recent article: 

“the existence of biases in SG and TTO utilities, the direction of which cannot always be predicted, high-

lights that the major challenge for health utility measurement is to develop utility measures and/or utility 

elicitation procedures that avoid or minimize the impact of biases on health utilities.” (Ble02)

The uncertainty about the right procedure for measuring health state preferences also 
affects the health state classification systems recommended by health economists (see 
3.2). The values attributed to health states in the various classification systems were 
obtained with different measurement procedures, both psychometric and choice-based, 
and for this reason alone they are not necessarily comparable (Bra99). In addition, they 
are dependent on the tenability of the multi-attribute utility models that lie at their foun-

* A version of the PTO specifically developed for the Global Burden of Disease Study was used in determining the 
disability weights for calculating DALYs (Mur97, Sto00a).
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dation: the mathematical models that describe how the utility of the health states defined 
by the classification system relate to the utility of the various aspects or dimensions of 
the states (Dru97). Thanks to the use of these models, it is unnecessary to assess the util-
ity of a large number of multidimensional health states. Instead it is enough to value the 
various levels of separate health state dimensions while the remaining dimensions are 
kept constant (Fro89a). This simplification of the valuation task has its price in the form 
of more or less stringent utility independence conditions. The least restrictive condition, 
belonging to the most complex model, requires that the utility of the various levels of 
each dimension (for example, the degree of mobility) is independent of the level at 
which the remaining dimensions (for example, pain or emotional conditions) are fixed 
(Fro89a). There is still discussion on whether this so-called decomposed approach to the 
valuation problem on which health state classification systems are generally based is 
preferable to the composite or holistic approach that requires the valuation of a large 
number of complete health states (Dol00). What is clear is that assessing a complete uni-
verse of possible health states without the simplifying assumptions of the multi-attribute 
utility models is a complex and time-consuming affair (Bra99, Dru97). Comparative 
empirical research into the validity of the decomposed and the composite approaches 
has not yet been performed (Dol00).
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4Chapter

Costs

If a CUA is aimed at supporting a societal decision about, for example, whether or not to 
fund a health care service from collective resources, then the CUA must in principle take 
into account all the costs that are associated with the service at issue. This means not just 
the costs that are involved in applying it (the direct health care costs: costs of buildings 
and equipment, material costs, staff costs), but also the costs that patients must incur in 
order to undergo the treatment. These include travel expenses, costs of child care and of 
special diets, costs of the time the patients and people in their environment devote to 
care and treatment (the direct non-health care costs), and the costs of the reduced ‘pro-
ductivity’ in work and leisure time as a result of illness or death (the indirect or produc-
tivity costs).

So far there has been a large degree of consensus in CUA literature, albeit that the 
precise terminology and categorization of the types of costs remain the subject of dis-
cussion (Oos00). It is less clear how these kinds of costs must be estimated. For exam-
ple, estimating the direct health care costs is far from simple. It will sometimes be 
possible to rely on existing prices and tariffs. However, these will often provide a poor 
reflection of the actual costs, because health care is a non-competitive and highly regu-
lated social sector. In that case, it is necessary to estimate the costs. The judgement as to 
whether such a costs estimate is indeed necessary and, if so, just what degree of thor-
oughness and precision needs to be used, depends on many factors. These include the 
degree to which the outcomes of CUA appear to be influenced by these costs in a sensi-
tivity analysis. It is not possible to formulate unambiguous decision rules for this 
(Luc96).
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Long-standing controversies exist in particular with regard to productivity costs and 
costs incurred during life-years gained by medical treatment (Gar96, Hur00, Sto00b).

4.1 Productivity costs

Concerning the productivity of patients, there is fairly general agreement that the pro-
ductivity gain resulting from a postponement of death needs to be taken into account in 
the denominator of the C/U ratio, that is in the health gain measured in QALYs. Produc-
tivity is part of the value that extending life represents to us. Double counting would 
occur when the productivity gain from extending a lifespan would also be factored into 
the numerator of the costs/QALY ratio, as negative costs (Gar96, Luc96, Wei97a). 
Weinstein pointed out that not all the costs of the death of a productive member of soci-
ety are brought into the picture when calculating QALYs. Given that the effects on fam-
ily and friends are generally ignored in CUAs (“perhaps an important limitation of the 
current practice”), he distinguished two kinds of costs that should be factored into the 
numerator, the cost component of the costs/QALY ratio: the friction costs, i.e. the costs 
incurred by replacing the deceased person in his or her workplace; and that portion of 
the deceased’s income from which people other than the deceased benefited, such as 
“external consumption by others in society, financed by taxes and other transfers” 
(Wei97a). Weinstein did not provide a method for measuring these latter kinds of costs. 
Current guidelines for carrying out CUAs also ignore this (CCO97, CVZ99, Luc96).

The discussion within the literature concentrates on productivity loss in relation to 
morbidity. The principle that double counting should be avoided is also applicable here. 
However, it is less clear what it involves in this case. Different viewpoints are repre-
sented in the literature. The Washington Panel opted for an approach that agrees with 
what has just been outlined with respect to mortality. The Panel recommended that the 
entire influence that the illness exercises on the patient’s quality of life, including the 
degree of productivity, should be incorporated in the denominator of the costs/QALY 
ratio (Luc96, Wei96). The Panel also distinguished, as did Weinstein regarding death, 
the friction costs and the consumption externalities that are carried by the employer, col-
leagues or the rest of society. Both these kinds of costs should be included in the numer-
ator of the C/U ratio (Wei96, Wei97a).

Others maintained that this solution is not obvious and that it is also contrary to cur-
rent research practice in that it assumes that people valuing health states take possible 
income losses into account (Bro97a, Mel99a). Should they in fact do this, then the valu-
ation of health states would be dependent on the national level of social security 
(Bro97a). Rotterdam researchers contended that the friction costs, broadly interpreted as 
the sum of the productivity losses that occur as long as the ill employee is not replaced 
and the costs involved in coming up with adequate replacement (Koo94, Koo95), repre-
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sent the actual productivity loss from a societal perspective (Bro97a, Bro97b). In this 
approach, the productivity costs resulting from illness are time-dependent and place-
dependent. After all, the so-called friction period, the period needed to replace an ill 
employee, depends on the scarcity of labour. Thus the average friction period increased 
from 96 to 123 days in the Netherlands between 1995 and 1998 (Oos00). Other critics of 
the Washington Panel had little empathy with the Rotterdam friction-cost method and 
believed that it is preferable to include the ill employee’s entire productivity loss in the 
C/U ratio numerator (Mel99a).

Reacting to criticism of their proposal to incorporate production losses resulting 
from illness in the QALYs, a few members of the Washington Panel conceded that their 
consensus on this point was fragile, weakly grounded in theory and provisional. But 
they maintained the Panel stand, “to avoid monetizing items that could be viewed as 
consequences of health-related quality of life” (Wei97a, Wei99). At the same time, they 
stated that more research is needed to produce better, workable and credible solutions 
(Gar99). However, one prominent Panel member believed that on second thoughts it 
would have been better to keep the productivity losses outside the QALYs, taking the 
view that “QALYs should and do reflect health apart from its uses” (Rus99).

Both Panel members and critics are convinced of the importance of the issue. Rot-
terdam researchers have demonstrated that the influence on the cost estimate of includ-
ing or not including productivity losses can vary from zero to 50 per cent, depending on 
the type of services, the disease and the patient groups in question (Koo94).

4.2 Costs in life-years gained

Just as stubborn as the controversy about taking the productivity costs into account is 
that surrounding the costs incurred in the years of life gained through medical treatment 
(Wei97b). The Washington Panel distinguished between the medical costs associated 
with diseases that are either related or not to the intervention in question, and the non-
medical costs. The Panel recommended that the related costs should be involved in the 
analysis. The Washington Panel reached no conclusion on whether or not to take into 
account the unrelated medical costs (Wei96, Wei97b). It is recommended that a sensitiv-
ity analysis should be carried out if necessary, to establish to what degree the unrelated 
costs influence the C/U ratio (Luc96). Non-medical costs should be kept out of the anal-
ysis (Wei96).

Others argued that, from a societal perspective, all the costs incurred in added years 
of life (related and unrelated medical and the non-medical) must be involved in the anal-
ysis (Mel99a, Mel99b). With their plea for calculating the non-medical costs (consump-
tion minus productivity), they set themselves against the view that productivity gain 
from postponing death should be incorporated in the health gain measured in QALYs. 
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They pointed to the consequences of either not including, or not fully including, the so-
called mortality costs. In groups that on balance consume resources, such as the elderly, 
this leads to a bias favouring services that primarily extend the length of life over ser-
vices that mainly improve the quality of life (Mel97, Joh97). The opposite applies to 
groups that on balance produce more than they consume, such as the younger age groups 
(Mel00). However, the members of the Washington Panel held on to their viewpoint 
(Gar99, Wei99), and the controversy remained unresolved.

Apart from the complexity of estimating health care costs and the points of conten-
tion surrounding productivity costs and costs in life-years gained, there are also other 
problems that are less extensively discussed in the literature. These include those sur-
rounding the costs of informal care, valuing the loss of unpaid work, and the costs of the 
lost leisure time of patients and those who support them (Bro00a, Koo98). Together with 
the complexity of estimating the direct health care costs, this makes estimating the cost-
utility ratio numerator a delicate business that does not lend itself to straightforward res-
olution by unambiguous guidelines. Much must be left to the expertise and objectivity of 
the researchers in assessing exploratory sensitivity analyses, among others (Luc96).

The practice of CU research to date does not engender optimism on this point. A 
review of more than two hundred CUAs published between 1975 and 1997 showed that 
only 17% of the analyses accounted for any form of direct non-health care costs or time 
costs. The costs of patients’ time were included in less than 10% and the productivity 
losses in 8% of the analyses (Sto00b). The authors observed that there was an apprecia-
ble variation in CUA cost research, in the choice of the included kinds of costs as well as 
in the manner in which they are estimated. This, the authors concluded, can have an 
important influence on the estimated C/U ratios. In addition, they determined that the 
source of valuation for cost estimates was often unclear or not reported. They concluded 
that “if CUAs are to play a major role in informing policymakers, more uniformity and 
transparency in cost estimation is needed as well as continued vigilance on the part of 
analysts, reviewers and journal editors” (Sto00b).

4.3 Marginal versus average costs

Apart from the methodological choices and problems mentioned earlier, there is yet 
another difficulty that generally limits the meaning of cost estimates in CUAs. In the 
foregoing (and in most CUAs) it is ignored that the health care costs associated with 
applying a particular service often depend on the scale on which it is applied, on the 
experience that is gained with it and on the degree to which the service is embedded in 
daily routines and logistics. In short, the costs are dependent upon various time-depen-
dent and place-dependent factors (Ash00, Ger93). This insight is reflected in the health-
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economic concept of the marginal costs, i.e. the added costs of producing one additional 
unit of the health output at issue (Gol96b, p 401).

The marginal cost concept derives its importance from the economic insight that in 
many situations it is not a dichotomous choice that is under discussion (that is, should a 
certain service be applied or not?). In general, the question is rather whether investment 
in a service, given a particular level of application, should either be increased or 
decreased. There are different thoughts about the significance that this concept must 
have for the design of CUAs. On the one hand, the Washington Panel made a recom-
mendation that “costs in CEA should reflect the marginal or incremental resources con-
sumed, rather than average costs, from a long-run perspective” (Luc96, p 209). On the 
other hand, pointing to “economies of scale, scope, indivisibilities, or learning-by-
doing”, the Panel stated that “in general, unless these effects are likely to be large, ana-
lysts can assume that the marginal costs of interest are constant”. The Panel concluded 
with the rather empty advice that researchers “should consult the literature for appropri-
ate adjustments” if the scale and learning effects are too great to ignore (Luc96, p.199). 
Rotterdam researchers attributed a much more limited meaning to the concept. They 
postulated that marginal costs “are pre-eminently relevant for specific research issues”, 
but that “integral costs are to be preferred [...] when a generalization to national costs is 
necessary” (Koo98, Rut00b). They argued that the distinction between marginal and 
integral costs loses its meaning in the long term that is at issue with decisions at a 
national level (Oos00, Rut00b).

The Rotterdam standpoint is at odds with the opinion of Mooney, who maintained 
that the marginal analysis forms the core of the contribution that economic evaluation 
can make to the setting of priorities in health care. He suggested that there is, in general, 
a significant temptation to use average cost data, as these are often available, whereas 
data on marginal costs (at different levels of service application) will usually be lacking. 
But as Mooney put it, “the chances are very strong that the use of these average cost fig-
ures will lead to the costings being wrong”. According to him, to assume that the rele-
vant marginal costs will be different from the average costs is a much better starting 
point than to assume that they will be the same (Moo94b, p 31). In a similar spirit, Ash-
ton and his colleagues argued that the relevant cost concept when priority setting must 
lead to budgetary shifts at the margins of health care programmes is that of the marginal 
costs. Unfortunately, the marginal costs are also difficult to measure because they are 
both context-dependent and volume-dependent (Ash00).

It is apparent from the views regarding marginal and average costs that there is no 
consensus as to precisely what should be understood as the health care costs in C/U 
ratios. Are these the average integral costs of a service in the long-term? But how long 
must the term be to allow the assumption that the costs that are fixed in the short run 
start to be variable and therefore relevant (Rut00b)? And how does this long term relate 
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to the possibility that the costs change through learning effects, scale effects, and organ-
izational and technological developments?* Or should one focus on the average costs of 
a health care programme of a specific scale, with a specific form of organization, in a 
specific stage of technological development, at a specific point on the learning curve of 
the professionals involved? Or on the marginal costs of a particular extension of this 
programme?** And how are such time-dependent and place-dependent cost estimates to 
be extrapolated to other times and places (Oos00)? In any case, it is clear that users of 
cost-utility estimates cannot simply assume that the health care costs estimated in a 
CUA are also truly relevant in their own situation.

* Compare this with the remarks of Van Hout: “I believe much more work must be done to link the cost concept from 
economic evaluation studies to the cost concept in practice. […] In the future, economic analyses will need to take 
account of the programmes’ scale and the time horizons.” (Hou01)

** It is clear that marginal costs will often be at issue in decisions at the local level. But marginal costs will also often be of 
gcreater importance than average ones at the national level. After all, it is true for most health care services that their 
efficiency, except in the case of total ineffectiveness, is strongly dependent on the indications for which they are applied 
(CVZ01, Mul97, Nee00). An effective service is only rarely efficient or inefficient per se, but is mostly efficient in a 
particular (sometimes extremely limited) indication area, and less efficient outside it. Thus, a policy issue that will 
frequently arise in practice is whether it is sound from an efficiency point of view to fund a policy for a wider indication 
area when it is already funded for a limited indication, and thus to have it accepted on a larger scale. This is a policy 
question in which the relevant cost concept is that of the marginal costs.
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5Chapter

Discounting

People generally have what economists call a positive time preference. We would rather 
have positively valued resources now than later so that we may enjoy them in the mean-
time. In contrast, we would rather avoid unwelcome burdens as long as possible. In 
financial affairs, this is reflected in the interest rate.

Cost-utility researchers agree that this must have consequences for the valuation of 
future costs in a CUA. Costs must be expressed in one unit in order to add them up. Cur-
rent monetary units are chosen for this. This means that future euros, dollars etc. must be 
converted to the present value by according them a lower value than current monetary 
units. This is called discounting.

But what about QALYs gained in the future? Are these also of less value than cur-
rently enjoyed QALYs? In the chapter on the theoretical foundations of CUA, the Wash-
ington Panel report indicated that discounting is “controversial” when health effects are 
concerned (Gar96). The authors accorded an important role to empirical research into 
the time preference that people generally show in their questionnaire answers and in 
their actual behaviour. Based on this research, they suggested that a certain degree of 
discounting is required, of costs and of health effects, but that there is substantial dis-
agreement on whether the discount rate should be the same for market goods and for 
non-market goods. If there are no directly available market goods that could serve as a 
substitute for a non-market good such as health, then the discount rates do not have to be 
identical for all goods and services. According to the authors, powerful arguments could 
be put forward to bolster this proposition (Gar96).
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Subsequently, in another chapter, the Panel offered a broader overview of the rele-
vant literature and formulated its recommendations with respect to discounting (Lip96). 
Here they raised the often-heard suggestion that discounting effects and costs at the 
same rate would lead to a systematic and unjust undervaluation of the efficiency of pre-
ventive interventions. The authors swept this suggestion resolutely away, with a refer-
ence to a statement of the economists Fuchs and Zeckhauser: “self-respecting 
economists should not [...] use different rates because it is health that is being valued.” 
According to Fuchs and Zeckhauser in 1987 (and the Washington Panel in their foot-
steps in 1996) if there is a reason to emphasize the value of preventive programmes, one 
should “adjust […] valuations of future benefits upward […] not [the] discount rate 
downward.”

The rest of this chapter showed that there was in fact still heated discussion among 
economists on precisely whether there could yet be reasons to discount costs and health 
effects differently. In addition, the chapter offered an overview of the empirical research 
into individual time preferences, where interesting findings come to the fore that are rel-
evant for, among other things, the assessment of preventive interventions:
• individual discount rates often lie outside the conventional range of 0 to 10%; 0% 

occurs very frequently, but rates lower than 0 and (much) higher than 10% also 
appear regularly 

• discount rates tend to be lower when large-magnitude outcomes are being traded 
over time 

• discount rates tend to be lower as the time interval to which the discounting applies 
gets longer 

• discount rates for losses are typically lower than for gains.

As the authors of the chapter concluded, there is an abundance of behavioural evidence 
that indicates that the preferences of individual people are not in accord with the dis-
counting of all possible goods at one particular rate. 

Nonetheless, the Panel concluded its explanation with the recommendation that 
costs and health effects should be discounted at the same rate in the ‘reference case anal-
ysis’ (i.e. the methodologically standard CUA which the Panel propagated to promote 
the comparability of CUAs). But they added to this by stating that, since theory and 
empirical research offer no clarity about the relationship between individual time prefer-
ences and accepted discount rates, “sensitivity analyses based on models that allow 
health and costs consequences to be discounted at different rates may be conducted.” 
The Canadian and Dutch guidelines for pharmaco-economic research contain similar 
recommendations (CCO97, CVZ99).
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As expected, these recommendations do not signal the end of the discussion in the liter-
ature. Van Hout argued that there is quite a lot to be said for discounting costs and health 
effects at different rates (Hou98). He rejected the most important theoretical arguments 
that the Washington Panel had advanced in favour of discounting at the same rate, the 
consistency argument of Weinstein and Stason (Wei77) and the so-called Keeler-Cretin 
paradox (Kee83). From a societal perspective, contended Van Hout, costs need to be dis-
counted on the basis of the expected increase of national income. On the contrary, the 
discount rate for health benefits should reflect expectations about increased efficiency in 
obtaining health benefits and the value that society attaches to these benefits. He con-
cluded that it is well justified that the health benefits of, for example, a vaccination pro-
gramme for children, be discounted at a lower rate than the costs, or not discounted at 
all, supposing that the decision makers’ responsibility does not only cover the current 
generation but also future generations and that it is not plausible that all kinds of dis-
eases will be treated more efficiently in the future than they can be treated today.

Other Dutch researchers also criticized the prevailing recommendations on dis-
counting health gain (Bar99, Ble00, Bon01b, Bro00b). Bleichrodt and Brouwer wrote: 
“The decision to discount effects at the same rate as costs is arbitrary. The arguments in 
the literature for using one discount rate for effects and costs are not relevant to most 
policy decisions” (Ble00). The Dutch do not stand alone (Ana97, Goo96, Kra93). Anand 
and Hanson criticized the 3% discount rate that forms part of the DALY formula. They 
suggested (with a reference to several classical economic arguments against the idea that 
future utility or welfare should be discounted) that the only defensible argument in 
favour of discounting health gain is “the possibility that the world may end”. Note, they 
went on to say, that “a 3% discount rate implies a 50% chance that the world will end in 
23.4 years” (Ana97).

The discussion in the scientific literature on how to discount health gain correctly is thus 
still in full swing. This observation is an important one when it comes to the comparison 
of the efficiency of services with differing time relationships between investments and 
health effects (for example, preventive and curative services). The choice of the discount 
rate can make or break the efficiency of services, particularly of preventive ones (Bar99, 
Bon01b).
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Distributional effects

Uncertainties as to the correct way to quantify the cost-utility ratio could be consequen-
tial for the distribution among the population of the health gain that could be generated 
with a given collective health care budget. A health state assessment that is insensitive to 
the disease-specific effects of a particular treatment, a random sample from the general 
population that is insufficiently able to value a subtle difference between health states 
before and after a treatment, a valuation method that under-values the difference in util-
ity of two states because of respondents’ reluctance to give up life: all these, and many 
other, factors can result in CUAs that either underestimate or overestimate the health 
gain brought about by a particular health care service. Thereby, specific categories of 
patients may be disadvantaged, to the extent that the results of CUAs indirectly (through 
the meaning ascribed to CUAs by the responsible decision makers) lead to decisions to 
refrain from collectively financing services from which these patients could benefit.

How the uncertainties and inadequacies in the CUA methodology affect the distri-
bution of health gain cannot be said in general for many of them. The distributional 
effects are dependent on specific combinations of the characteristics of populations, dis-
eases, treatment indications and services, on the one hand, and the methodological 
choices made in CUAs, on the other hand. But there are also CUA characteristics that 
have attracted attention in the literature precisely because it is (or seems to be) relatively 
easy to figure out which distribution effects emanate from them.

There has thus been exhaustive discussion of the fact that, all other things being 
equal, the elderly have (because of their shorter life expectancy) fewer QALYs to gain 
than the young. Distribution decisions based on CUAs thus favour the young over the 
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elderly. There is diversity of opinion on whether this is justified (Cal87, Cal90, Dan88, 
Eme89, GR86, Har87, Keu91, McK98, Men90, Mus87, Raw89, Rig86, Sas01, Smi87, 
Tsu00, Wag00, Wil92). A similar effect occurs in the quality dimension among people 
with chronic diseases and permanent functional limitations. With a specific number of 
years added to their life, these people have fewer QALYs to gain than those without 
such diseases and limitations (Ana97, Men99, Nor99, Nor01). It has been pointed out 
that CUA does not take account of what is called the rule of rescue (Jon86): the belief 
that neither cost nor effort must be spared when someone can be rescued here and now 
from impending death (Had91, Men99). Furthermore, it is argued that because CUAs 
measure health gain in QALYs, they unjustly ignore the fact that representatives of the 
general population, all other things again being equal, generally rate a particular change 
in the health state of a seriously ill person more highly than the same change in the con-
dition of a largely healthy person (Dan93, Men99, Nor99, Sas01).

Less frequently discussed, but no less true, is the observation that, apart from age, 
other demographic characteristics such as gender, race and socio-economic status are 
also powerful predictors of the results of a medical treatment, so that a distribution of 
resources based on CUAs is at odds with the pursuit of equal access to health care for 
all, without regard to these characteristics (Bon91, Bon93). Distributional effects also 
stem from how the aggregation problem is solved in CUAs. By adding up the health 
benefits, measured in QALYs, of different people, the CUA embodies a specific, and 
debatable, answer to questions such as how to weigh the saved lives of a few against the 
cured sore throats of many (Dan93, Sas01). 

Apart from these implications of how health gain is measured in CUAs, there are 
also distributional effects that originate on the cost side of the cost-utility ratio. Several 
types of costs are dealt with in different ways, which may cause significant distribu-
tional effects. Examples include the discounting of the lost leisure time of patients and 
informal care providers, the valuation of unpaid work, and the manner of dealing with 
age-dependent and gender-dependent differences in earnings (Rus96). 

It is clear that CUA, applied as an aid to reach a maximization of QALYs gained 
with a given health care budget, brings with it all kinds of more or less visible implica-
tions for the distribution of the health gain achieved. A distribution of the collective 
health care budget on the basis of cost-utility ratios, in which all QALYs are weighted 
equally, irrespective of the characteristics of those who benefit, leads to a specific distri-
bution of the health gain achieved, that not necessarily has to be a just distribution.

In the health economic literature, the view that ‘QALY maximization’ may be at odds 
with ‘justice’ is widely accepted. It is recognized that equity-efficiency trade-offs are 
regularly involved in the allocation of resources in health care: efficiency must, to a cer-
tain degree, be sacrificed to justice and vice versa. The question as to how these trade-
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offs can best be approached has in recent years received a steadily growing amount of 
attention in the literature. However, for the time being a satisfactory answer is not yet in 
sight (Ble97a, Pol02, Sas01, Wag91, Wil00). On the one hand, efforts have been made to 
come up with weights to weight QALYs differently, depending on to which category of 
people they accrue (young or old, seriously ill or largely healthy people, etc.). However, 
it is acknowledged that the research needed to be able to base these weights on the pref-
erences of the general population is still in an embryonic stage (Wil00). On the other 
hand, it is suggested that, certainly in economic evaluation research in the short run, it 
should be consistently shown just which subpopulations (defined, for example, in terms 
of age, gender, ethnicity and socio-economic status) would benefit from a health care 
service. This will allow decision makers to assess the distributional effects of alternative 
spending options (Sas01).

An entirely different approach is implied in the previously mentioned saved young 
life equivalent, or SAVE (Nor92a). The SAVE quantifies the social value that is 
accorded to a particular health improvement in a person with a specific health condition, 
a specific age and other possible characteristics. The question to be answered is: how 
many such improvements in this category of persons counterbalance the total health 
recovery of one young person who would otherwise have suffered a certain and quick 
death (cf. 3.3.1)? Thus, the SAVE incorporates both efficiency and equity consider-
ations, leaving it open to criticism from those health economists who precisely see the 
clear distinction between these two types of considerations as one of hallmarks of a 
good health economic analysis (Wil00). However, those who actually agree with Menzel 
that any attempt to quantify health gain in QALYs “will remain persistently suspicious” 
if the allocation decisions that constitute the context of use of QALYs are not taken into 
account (Men90), will not be impressed by this criticism. From their point of view, it is 
– after all – entirely credible that it will turn out to be simply impossible to quantify effi-
ciency in health care plausibly, independently of equity considerations. 
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Conclusion

“The QALY concept has already been applied for more than 25 years and is described in countless scientific 

publications. Scientists did initially express their reservations about the quality of QALYs, but in the interim 

this concept has been thoroughly substantiated in such a way that QALYs are used worldwide in policy 

models.” (Pol02)

“QALYs seem to be the most widely used method for capturing both quality and quantity of life. However, 

the QALY concept is controversial […].” (Gre02)

Is efficiency a usable criterion for determining the composition of the basic health care 
benefit package? That was one of the questions the then Dutch Minister of Health, Wel-
fare & Sport put before the Health Council in her request for advice. The Minister 
referred to the Public Health Care report of the Netherlands Scientific Council for Gov-
ernment Policy. In that report, the Council gave a specific interpretation to the efficiency 
criterion and drew a rosy picture of its usefulness. The Council believed that the cost-
utility of services, expressed in costs per Disability Adjusted Life Year (DALY) to be 
gained, should be the criterion in preventive and curative health care for the allocation of 
collective resources. The Council remarked that “awkward choices do remain in the pro-
posed methodology”, but noted that “In some respects, the matter is one of resolving 
technical issues”– issues that should not be a reason for not using the cost-utility crite-
rion. 

In the preceding chapters of the present report, these “technical issues” have 
received full attention. The result will not come as a surprise for health economists, who 
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are generally well familiar with the problems observed in their scientific literature. 
However, it does provide food for thought for the decision makers who, possibly con-
trary to knowing better, sometimes seem to hope that in cost-utility analysis they have at 
hand a relatively simple instrument that will relieve them of many difficult consider-
ations. The CUA and the Quality Adjusted Life Year (the QALY, the measure of health 
gain distinguishing this form of cost-effectiveness analysis from others) still appear to 
be open to discussion in several respects more than 25 years after their introduction.

Standardization is not a solution to this problem. The often-heard call for standard-
ization is prompted by precisely the conclusion that appears inescapable in the light of 
the previous chapters, namely, that there are methodological differences between CUAs 
that have meaningful effects on the outcomes and that make the comparability of C/U 
ratios debatable (CCO97, CVZ99, Gol96b). But standardization does not necessarily 
lead to the right methodology. There is no reason to assume that one particular set of 
methodological choices would lead to the same ranking of services by cost-utility as 
another, equally defensible, set. Moreover, even if there was agreement, this would still 
not prove that the ranking is correct. Thus, new rounds of discussion have always fol-
lowed initiatives towards standardization. 

What does this mean for the usefulness of the C/U ratio and, returning to the Minis-
ter’s actual question, for the applicability of the efficiency criterion in defining a basic 
health care benefit package to be financed collectively? Having arrived at this point, it is 
useful to distinguish anew between the various aspects of the efficiency concept that 
have been raised in this report. The problems we encountered in the previous chapters 
are different in nature and require different approaches. They are reviewed here afresh, 
but this time in reverse order, so that we conclude with the issue of the QALY.

Discounting

Is the value of health gain dependent on the moment, now or in the future, at which it is 
achieved? If not, then how must future gain be weighed against current gain? These 
questions are discussed extensively in the health economic literature. A unanimous 
answer has not emerged. 

The question of whether the efficiency of a health care service is dependent on the 
manner of discounting future health gain can be determined relatively easily in a sensi-
tivity analysis. In practice, the dependence is particularly large in preventive services 
and public health programmes (Kra93). As long as services with comparable time rela-
tions between costs and health gain are compared, the uncertainty about discounting will 
produce few problems. However, efficiency comparisons beyond these limitations (for 
example, a direct quantitative comparison of the efficiency of preventive and curative 
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services) require clarity regarding the correct manner of discounting. Without scientific 
consensus, only the government can create this clarity (Kra93, Bro00b).

Should the uncertainty surrounding the discounting of health gain continue, it would 
mainly be an impediment to a comparison of C/U ratios across the entire breadth of 
health care. The comparison of C/U ratios and cost-effectiveness ratios within sectors of 
health care, where there is a certain homogeneity in terms of the time relationship 
between costs and health gain, will generally be less troubled by the discounting prob-
lem. 

Costs

The problems involved in quantifying costs have by no means been covered exhaus-
tively in this report. It is clear, though, that differing ways of approaching the various 
types of costs (for example direct health care costs, productivity costs, costs in life-years 
gained and informal care costs) can lead to important differences in estimating costs. To 
a certain extent, the use of sensitivity analysis makes it possible to ascertain to what 
degree an efficiency estimate is dependent on variations in costs. But in this case, the 
sensitivity analysis is much less simple than when it only concerns the effect of different 
ways of discounting future health gain. After all, there may be a lot of different cost 
variables at issue, including variables that are interdependent (for example, costs of 
informal care and direct health care costs) and variables that vary over a range that is not 
obvious a priori. Moreover, the methodology for estimating the cumulative influence of 
the uncertainty in various, partly interdependent, variables is still under development 
(Bri95, Bri97, Bri98a, Bri98b, Bri00, Gar00, Hun98b, Man96).

Problems in estimating costs trouble every type of efficiency analysis, but they turn 
out more awkward the higher the ambition of the analysis is set, thereby enlarging the 
scale of relevant cost types. From the general societal perspective, in principle all costs 
are relevant. However, there is no agreement among health economists on all points as 
to which choices and definitions of costs follow from that principle. Therefore, it seems 
inevitable that the government will itself cut some of the knots, if it wants to involve the 
efficiency criterion in its decision making on defining the basic package (Boe02). Will it 
consider as relevant the productivity losses that result from illness? If so, what does it 
understand by this: are the integral productivity losses or the (labour market dependent) 
friction costs at issue? In estimating productivity losses, is the use of age-specific and 
gender-specific average wages appropriate? And as far as the costs in added life-years 
are concerned: is the government interested in these costs and if so, is it interested only 
in the related medical costs or also in the unrelated ones, or even in the non-medical 
costs? There is much to be said for and against all these options, and that is exactly what 
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has happened amply in the health economic literature. It seems that making choices is 
more the task of the government than of science. 

Health gain

When we measure the output of health care in terms of ‘health gain’, we do not incorpo-
rate everything that makes health care valuable. There should be room to consider other 
aspects of the output when making decisions on the definition of the basic package. 
However, that does not distract from the central role of health gain, as a component of 
efficiency and also, incidentally, as an independent criterion.* How should health gain be 
defined? Changes in lifespan and changes in health state are both relevant, as everyone 
would agree. It is less self-evident that these changes could or should be valued in one 
generally applicable dimension. The most current universal measure to quantify health 
gain, the QALY, is fraught with numerous difficulties. There are problems in integrating 
the ‘quality’ and ‘quantity’ of life, in aggregating the QALYs of different people, in 
describing health states in a standard manner, in formulating a theory about health state 
preferences, in developing procedures for measuring the preferences, and in the choice 
of the valuators. 

On the one hand, these problems give rise to questions about the interpretation of 
the QALY: is the QALY actually a useful measure, is it an entity to which a clear mean-
ing can be attached? On the other hand, these problems can be approached partly from a 
quantitative angle. In principle, it is possible in a sensitivity analysis to determine to 
what degree the estimation of health gain in QALYs depends on uncertainties in estimat-
ing the quality adjustment factors. But that is not at all straightforward, since many dif-
ferent health states may play a role. Besides, a good assessment of the effect on the 
resulting cost-utility ratio requires a methodologically complicated, multivariate sensi-
tivity analysis. In such an analysis, the uncertainties in the estimated duration of the 
periods spent in the various health states must also be involved, as must be, ultimately, 
the uncertainties in the assessment of the costs. Furthermore, it is difficult to see how the 
more fundamental theoretical problems, such as those in integrating life quality and life 
duration as well as in the aggregation of health benefits of different people, could be 
dealt with in a quantitative sensitivity analysis. 

Nevertheless, it is conceivable that the problems associated with the quality adjust-
ment of life duration are of little relevance in particular situations because efficiency is 
determined to a large degree by the postponement of death and very little by the quality 

* Suppose that two treatments are available for an acute, fatal disease. Treatment A extends life by one year and costs one 
hundred euros. Treatment B yields a ten-year life extension, but costs one hundred thousand euros. The efficiency of 
treatment A, expressed in direct medical costs per gained life-year, is then a hundred times higher. However, treatment B 
is actually preferable from an effectiveness point of view.
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of life. But one may easily go astray here. For example, in the case of treatment with a 
cholesterol synthesis inhibitor (‘statin’) in the prevention of coronary heart disease, it 
seems apparent that efficiency is strongly determined by the postponement of death and 
only to a lesser degree by the reduction of morbidity (Bon99). The economic analysis to 
support the development of the Dutch consensus on the indications for treatment with 
statins, also primarily occupied itself with the costs per life-year gained (CBO98). 
Nonetheless it appeared in a later CUA that the costs of statin treatment per gained life-
year differed by 20% from those per gained QALY (Pro00). In addition, a minor differ-
ence between the costs per life-year and per QALY gained could also mean that signifi-
cant effects on the quality of life have been missed in the CUA. For example, the 
Washington Panel (Gol96) pointed to the discrepancy between the large difference 
shown in the Australian CUA of breast cancer screening discussed in 3.2 (Hal92) and 
the 5.6% difference found in a Dutch CUA (Kon91).

Research demonstrating how differences in the methodology of life-year quality 
adjustment work out in cost-utility estimates, is not amply available. Apart from the pre-
viously mentioned examples (Hal92 in 3.2, Gab99 in 3.3.2), research by Hornberger and 
colleagues (Hor92) showed that hemodialysis cost-utility ratios can vary from $35,000 
to $45,000, depending on the method of health state valuation. However, there are 
numerous research examples showing that health state valuations can differ markedly 
depending on the methodology used (Bel01, Fry93, Nea95, Neu00b, Nor92b, Rea84). It 
is, therefore, plausible that the problems associated with life-year quality adjustment can 
not be dismissed as being quantitatively inconsequential. After all, many services (for 
example, for chronic diseases such as gastrointestinal complaints, disorders of the loco-
motor apparatus, lung disorders and mental disorders) are aimed primarily at improving 
the health state and not at extending life. In addition, many life-prolonging services also 
have an important effect on the quality of life. Thus, for example, a Dutch study showed 
that the costs of lung transplantation per QALY gained were more than 20% lower than 
those per life-year gained (Enc97).
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All in all, the conclusion that the QALY is not a generally applicable health gain 
measure that can be relied upon when comparing the efficiency of differing health care 
services, seems to be warranted.*

Alternatives to the QALY

Is there another universal, one-dimensional measure of health gain ahead that could take 
the place of the QALY in the CUA? To date, three candidates have been pushed to the 
fore in the literature: the DALY, the Healthy Year Equivalent (HYE) and the saved 
young life equivalent (SAVE).

The DALY was developed primarily as a measure enabling the international com-
parison of the burden of disease, but was also embraced as a measure of health gain in 
CUAs (Mur96, Mur97). It is not much more than a ‘reversed QALY’. The DALY com-
bines lost years as a result of premature death with weighting of lived years for the 
degree of disability. The result is a measure of health loss instead of a measure of health 
gain, as the QALY. The problems are identical.

The less well-known HYE, based on the valuation of lifetime health profiles instead 
of isolated health states, is intended to offer a solution to particular QALY problems (see 
3.1). The theoretical superiority of the HYE to the QALY seems obvious, although it is 
not undisputed (Rie98). However, the measurement of HYEs is not straightforward from 
a practical viewpoint and it has to date been little used in empirical research. Nonethe-
less, the HYE approach still seems to warrant further exploration (Lle02).

The SAVE offers a more radical alternative to the QALY (see 3.3.1). This measure 
quantifies the social value of health states changes with explicit reference to the type of 
distribution decisions in support of which the health gain is measured. The SAVE 
escapes many of the problems identified in Chapter 3, and also seems to offer a way of 
handling, in a direct and insightful manner, the distributional aspects that are connected 
to the valuation of the health care services’ output. Even more than the HYE, the SAVE 
seems to be a measure that is worth a closer look in the Dutch context. 

* This report is not alone in its reserved conclusion. Indeed, precisely the opposite is the case. It is fairly commonplace in 
the methodologically oriented literature about CUAs not to speak highly of QALY credibility. For example, the 
Washington Panel wrote the following about the different ways of valuing health states: “This diversity in how preference 
weights are gathered markedly constrains the ability to compare analyses credibly where the effectiveness measure is 
presented in QALYs” (Gol96, p 119). The health economists Drummond and Torrance warned in an article against the 
misplaced suggestion of comparability that can be derived from so-called league tables where cost-utility ratios 
emanating from different studies are simply lumped together. According to them, “[…] the results of economic evaluation 
studies should be presented in a disaggregated form as well as in the form of cost-effectiveness ratios. […] the 
consequences of interventions in terms of their physical effects should be reported separately from utility weights used to 
value them.” (Dru93)
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There is still another promising approach to the problem of valuing health gain. 
However, this willingness to pay (WTP) approach was not covered in the foregoing 
because it falls outside the domain of CUA. The WTP, also sometimes named contin-
gent valuation, values health gain in terms of money and can thus be used in cost-benefit 
analysis, which is rated highly by health economists because it is strongly grounded in 
the welfare economic theory (Dru97). In particular, the WTP question which asks 
respondents to indicate how much extra insurance premium they would be prepared to 
pay to add a particular service to the benefit package (the ex ante insurance based WTP), 
expresses with an agreeable, frank directness the unpleasant question that actually lies at 
the core of the allocation of (collective) resources to health care services: what is it 
worth to us? The WTP approach also has the advantage that dimensions of the health 
care output other than health gain are relatively easy to incorporate in the assessment 
(Bir99, Lee97, Neu94). Undoubtedly, the WTP also has significant problems (Ble01, 
Klo99, Ols01). Nonetheless, anyone who looks over the development of health eco-
nomic evaluation research will wonder whether the aversion to valuing health in terms 
of money, which has played such an important role in the (over)valuation of CUA to the 
detriment of cost-benefit analysis (Gar96, p 28; Wei80, p 240), has not been a bad coun-
sellor.* The WTP has for some years been enjoying increasing attention in the interna-
tional health economic literature (Bir99, Dru97, Klo99, OBr96). Re-evaluation also 
looks imminent in the Netherlands.**

No matter how attractive the SAVE and the WTP, in particular, appear to be, none of 
the four listed approaches to valuing health gain can currently (or possibly even over a 
period of some years) be seen as a genuine alternative to the QALY. This means that a 
credible way of measuring health gain with one generally applicable measure is not 
available in the short term. Nonetheless, the government could choose to embrace one 
specific methodology for measuring health gain in QALYs. But, given the nature of the 
problems highlighted in the literature on QALYs and the enormous social pressure under 
which decisions on the distribution of collective health care resources must be made, 
this appears to be a strategy offering little chance of success. It will not be easy for the 
government to defend itself against the charge that the QALY is in essence “a technical 
solution to a political problem” (Car91).

* The same applies to the argument that the WTP could be influenced in an undesirable way by the respondents’ income 
(Ble01, Gar96, Ols01). As far as a study would show a relation with the income level, the WTP could indeed simply be 
standardized to any desired income level with the help of regression analysis.

** For example, contrary to the well-known book by Drummond and colleagues (Dru97), the WTP approach is barely 
(Uyl00) or only briefly (Blei01) covered in two recent Dutch books on health economic and health economic evaluation 
research. However, even these books does not exclude a more prominent future role for the WTP.
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How to proceed with efficiency?

For the time being, there seems to be no choice but to accept that there are no generally 
applicable technical resources available for comparing the efficiency of health care ser-
vices. The frequently multifarious effects of services on the health state, the effects on 
life duration and the costs will all need to be considered by the decision making bodies 
themselves when making their decisions. In addition, justice must be done to yet other 
considerations alongside efficiency.* These considerations include effectiveness, the 
effects on those other than the patient and on society as a whole, other aspects of the ser-
vices’ output, the degree to which (the efficiency of) a service could be further devel-
oped, the available budget, practical considerations, distributional justice in relation to 
dimensions such as the seriousness of the disease, prognosis, dependency and age, and 
other ethical and legal aspects. Moreover, the issue under consideration will often not be 
simply whether to fund or not fund services, but rather the specification of the indica-
tions by which the services should be funded.** These indications are continuously sub-
ject to change through new scientific and technological developments as well as the 
emergence of rival or additional interventions.*** The final piece of decision making on 
the distribution of scarce health care resources ultimately lies in the hands of care pro-
viders that need to decide whether the agreed indications for funding are present in indi-
vidual patients.  

How should one deal with this overwhelming complexity? Clearly, we are con-
fronted with a major problem in terms of feasibility, but above all in terms of legitimacy. 
It is obvious from the international discussions and the experiences of the past 15 years 
that debates on distributional principles do not suffice. Alongside principles, it is essen-
tial to have the active participation of all involved parties and experts, a clear division of 
responsibilities and transparent decision making and dispute resolution procedures. All 
of these are needed in order to resolve differences of opinion about priorities in health 

* This is generally not contested in the health economic literature (Ble01, Bro00a, Bus00, Rus96, Wei97b). Hurley pointed 
out that health economists often plead this in defence when they are confronted with criticism of their desire to 
incorporate all the important effects of health care into the QALY. They respond that “the results of economic evaluations 
are only one piece of information intended to aid decision making and that other relevant considerations will enter via 
other avenues at the time a decision is taken.” However, Hurley argued, if this is true then much of the attraction of being 
able to rank all possible health care services in one cost-utility dimension evaporates. After all, the results of the efficiency 
analysis will need to be combined in the decision making process in some way with other types of data. And if this is so, 
he continued, then “why should the entire structure of the economic evaluation be distorted so as to obtain a single 
number at the end of the analysis?” (Hur98).

** Cf. the final footnote in Chapter 4.
*** The same dynamic also leads to rapid changes in what should be the alternative service with which a service to be judged 

on its efficiency should be contrasted (for example, in a CUA)(Ger93, Rut00a). Even just the rapid changeability of the 
contrast to be studied seems to be an important obstacle on the road to a prominent role for the laborious, 
methodologically demanding and data-intensive CUA in delineating a collectively financed health care benefit package.
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care and to stimulate a collective social learning process (Bur98, Dan93, Dan97, Dan00, 
Day98, Ham97, Hol98, Kle98, Leg02, Nee00).

Demarcating well-defined areas of health care within which priority setting must 
come to a conclusion appears to be one of the necessary mechanisms for making the 
complexity manageable. Just how these areas must be defined is another matter. Exam-
ples may include care for the mentally disabled, ambulatory mental health care, preven-
tion of cardiovascular disease, and solid tumor oncology. It seems clear, though, that a 
certain degree of homogeneity of types of problems and a manageable body of relevant 
knowledge and experiences are important preconditions for successful decision mak-
ing.*

Nonetheless, even within these areas, achieving agreement on the indications by 
which services must be funded will be an enormous task. An aid such as the QALY will 
possibly provide good service here. After all, it is natural to suppose that the smaller the 
diversity of the compared services, health problems, patient populations and health 
gains, the less weight will be carried by the interpretation problems embodied in the 
QALY (Rus96). That is certainly the case when one is comparing the efficiency of 
applying the same service in various phases of the same disorder. One can think of the 
comparison between the efficiency of an operation either earlier or later in the develop-
ment of prostate complaints, or of the use of cholesterol synthesis inhibitors depending 
on the risk of coronary heart disease. In efficiency comparisons in such homogeneous 
domains, calculating QALYs may not even be necessary because specific outcome mea-
sures, such as life-years or disease-free life-years gained, suffice. In addition, the SAVE 
and the WTP may also be helpful in making decisions within the defined areas of health 
care.

However, the legitimacy of the decision making in a particular area of health care 
will need to rest primarily with a carefully designed decision making procedure. In this 
procedure, parties that understand that health care area from the inside (especially care 
providers and patients) must participate actively. CUAs, and in the longer term possibly 
also cost-benefit analyses, can be aids to reaching an overview and agreement in this 
decision making process.

* Naturally, the other side of this reduction in complexity is that in this way the distribution of resources among the various 
areas of health care is not dealt with. This allocation appears to be an inalienable responsibility of the national 
government.
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• Professor BA van Hout, PhD, economist; University Medical Centre Utrecht
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